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Vol• Iv•

E. N. CARVER,
EDITOR

& PROP'R.

VILLAGE & VICINITY.
-Miss

Lola

Hersey

returned

-Good weather next week will guarantee a big show for Canton.

to her

-Rev.
l\fr. Follett of Buckfield occupied
the pulpit at the Baptist church, Sunday.
-Mr. Charles Swett and Ora Hodge
, launched a new sail boat on the pond,
' Monday.
from

will appear next week.
for this issue.

Lynn,

-Mr. and Mrs. Bean from Farmington,,
the "garden of Main~," .Aroostook Co., is now supplying the Baptist pulpit reguYiitecl their daughter,
Mrs. Wilder Hay- I where he engaged m farm mg and obtamecl larly .••. \Vm. Foye has been acting Mayor
fotd, this week.
i a cornpet~ncy, and has now retired to spend in our streets of late, walking with a cane
-Bring
something to the Fair and get I the rei~a'.ncler ?f his days in quietude in on account of an attack of ~hronic rheurnayour exhibitor's
pass, which will admit· th e th nnng
villag~ of Presque ISie ·· . tisrn.-SLOCUM.
•
h
I Mrs. Sarah F. Austm of Houlton, Me., 1s
Franklin
Pl.
von tot I1e entires
ow.
, -Mr. SteJ)hen S. Packard of NorwaJ', i~ to\\·n on a visit_ lo frie nd s······ Geo. W.
We listened Sunda_v to a sermon bJ' Eld.
T
t h
I 111 t 0 th h
I t I
and Geo. P. Packard of Dakota, were vis-/
rea
as movec
. e ouse a e_Y pur- Hersum bearing on the commandments
of
icing at C. O. Holt's last week.
chased of B. C. Waite.
Mr. Waite a n cl Goel. Our Sunday school is in quite a
._
.
family are now living over the store with
-A thnfty farmer drove mto Canton O. S. ,vaite.-II.
prosperous condition.
,ve regret so little
last Friday with some skunk's meat neat-;
interest is manifested on the part of some.
Iy dressed, which he offered for sale. We
DIXFIELD.
. ... Our schools commenced last Monday.
didn't price it, but suppPse it went for a
\Vm. W. Mi•chell and wife, from Bos- Addie H. Peck of Dixfield, teacher in Dist.
scent.
ton, and \Vrn. vV. Abbott and wife, of Au-/ Ko. 1, Lilla F. !!all in Dist. No. 3. Both
b
• ·t·mgr' i\[ rs. 1\1
G reen- are teac I1ers o f expenence,
•
-Our
next issue will be one day later
urn, l\I e., are ns1
1 ary
a b·t·t
1 1 J' an cl repthan usual, in order to giYe a complete re- l~af and others, in this_ Yillage ...... 11; 0. utation._ Success will clo:1btless attend
port of the Fair which will close Thursday.
Stanley and da~1ghter .Kelhe, Frank Stan- 1their efforts .... Henry Coolidge, of Wood,ve would like to have our correspondents
ley and wife, v\'m. \V. Smith, and several stock, has mid his farm to ,vm. W. Jacobs
send in their news items as early as Mon-: others spe11t the first of last week at vVelcl, of this place.
Chas. Coolidge has sold his
day, which will help considerably.
Pond.
Frank reported best fishing of the j farm to Henry Coolidge, wh_o is to ?ccupy
-Mrs.
Sarah B. Belcher, the wealthiest
sea_son. Ile and II. O. caught 26 trout t~e same ... :C~as. Farnum 1s workmg for
· t
c1· cl M d
we1ghrng from 1 to 3 lbs., 111 two clays ........ , Staples & Kittndge .... Coolidge Bros. are
I d • F
_a y inf arm! mg ond, ie_ f loin! ay moSrln-, Mrs. Delaine LcaYitt is quite sick. Dr. cutting wood for Chas. Farnum .... Ste1ng, a ter a ong an pain u 1 ness.
1e,
was 87 years of age and a very prominent
Cald"·~ll from Buckfield, w~s called to s~e phen L. Wing is moving from the Zircon
Free Baptist.
It is current Iv reported that: her. this week.: •• A •. H. Stockbndge
is farm
his stand on the cor~,er •••• Ira B.
she left her property,
esti~ated
at over han~g _a n:c~t10n tl:1s "·eek, and S. M. vVmg is
tl.1e poultry busmern •••• Mrs.
$loo,ooo, to Bates College.
Virgm 1s·dnvmg to .No. Jay for 111111.. Ira B. ,vmg 1s qmte sick-lung
trouble.
C. A. Newton has a sore hand..
.J. B. . ... Abbott & Putnam bought eleven head
-Several
prominent
republicans
of Newton, Cyrus Newton and John Tooth- of cattle of Staples & Son, Carthage, last
Canton illuminated th eir residences Sat- aker, ha,·e gone to the Lakes fishing.-].
\\·eek, and took them home for beef. They
urday e,·ening, Sept. 18, in celebration of H. E.
ha,·e killed and sold rising 50 head since

Mass.,

Received too late

I

-The Rev. F. Blake will exchange pulpits ,vith the Rev. O. T. Lovejoy of West
Peru, next Sabbath.
-Dance
at Giange Hall on \Vec!nesday
evening, Oct. 6th, with music by Towle's
Orchestra.
See posters.
-N. P. Reynolds has been confined to
his home for about three weeks with an
attack of sciatic rheumatism.
-Mr. John Foye has been appointed
collector of taxes of Canton for r886, in
place ofF. E. Gibbs, deceased.
F E L de!
•
·
C
an-cl ad•. : . u ten is c cantvhass1lnoto-dan~on
~
, J01n1ng o,vns 1or
e a e e 1tion
of Varney's Gazetteer of Maine.
-Rev.
Mr. Blake gave an interesting
illustrated temperance lecture at the Free
Baptist church, Friday evening.

.

1

t?

-The
Sabbath
school picnic at the
grove "·as not largely attendee! last Thursclay, on account of the cold weather.

-Rev.
H. C. l\Iunson of Li,·ennore
Falls, will preach at Hartford
Center,
Sunday, Oct. yd, at IO :30 A. M., and at 1
o'clock P. M.
-Miss H. Louise Ellis has returned to
her position as bookkeeper in the st;re of
Childs & Staples, Gilberl\·ille, after a vacation of several weeks.
.
.
.
-Q!cute a large delegation
of busmess
men of Canton attendee! the funeral of
F. E. Gibbs Es . at Peru last
.·
,
'
9_'.
'
Fi iclaJ •
Rev. O. Roys officiated.
-Mr. James Perkins, with his brother's
wife and her daughter, of Berlin Mills,
N. II., have been visiting at J. \V. Bicknell's and T. J. \Ventworth's.
-In consequence of the rain the exercises at the Oxford County Fair were set
forward one day, and th; special trains
for Canton will run Thursday and Friday.

'\

!

I

~

-Mrs. !Iannah Waite has been repairing her stable, by putting on a new roof,
underpinning.
clapboarding
and shingling it.

Subscription, $,, 50PerYear.
$1.25if Paid in Advance.

m

of the election returns.
By OYersight we
SMART REAPING.-Levi
L. Lamb of' June, besides lambs and hogs.-OLD
PuT.
omitted to mention the fact last week and
Frye.
we would give a full list of the names of Dixfield, recently reaped 126 shods
of
those ,d10 illuminated were we able.
grain in two days, for 1\Ir. Joseph MitchvVe haYe had cold weather for a fe"· days
Most all kinds
-The Oxford County Universalist Asso- ell. The grain grew on I 1-2 acres of burnt past, and Yery hard frosts.
land and aYeraged 4 1-2 feet in height.
of crops "·ere out of the way of it. People
ciation meets at West Paris next Tuesday
have begun digging their potatoes;
find
and Wednesday, Oct. 5 and 6. Rev. C.
Dickvale.
ra th er a light c,-op, and they beginning to
A. Hayden of Auburn, preaching
the ocChas. J. Tracy, who has been sick of fe- rot considerably.
Gardens good, and apcasional sermon, and Rev. Miss C. E. Anver, is now gaining-...
•R. S. Tracy is pies plenty .... Mrs. Nathaniel Jenkins of
gell, of Norway, gives the address on the
teaching a term of Free High school here. Temple, has been visiting her father and
state of the Church and Sunday school.
A goodly number of scholars are taking mother, Mr. and JYir~. D. Mitchell.
Mr.
-Thursday
morning, Jailer Stearns of advantage of the most excellent law, and Mitchell
has been verv sick; not exParis, locked the jail and as he supposed,
a_re stri,·in. g to get .an.educ:itio_ n .... A fam- pected to Ii Ye., but is so;,e better at this··
locked in a man bv the name of Da,·is,
0 f 1nd ia.ns are livmg at D_ick·ya.Ie. T hey I writing .... Rev. O. T. Lo,·ejoy preached
·tt cl ~
t 'r
f
· ily
com1111 e ,or s ea 111~ money
rom his are quiet, rnd u~tno~is_ a nd .mgenwus. • • • at the Poplar Hill school house last Sunemployer.
fhursday 111ght he found the
D. L. Chencry is ra1s111g his stable from I day.-B.
jail just as he left it, the outer door locked, the ground,supplying
the missing timbers,
LIVERMORE
FALLS.
the cell door bolted on the outside, but no P utting a cell.Jr under it, and founding it
.,,
prisoner could be found.
upon a rock
.Rev. Mr. Hersum has been
E. S. Goding finished canning corn last
lecturing on the prophesies,
at Dick vale week .... Miss Josie ,vii hers and Mrs. Saschool house.-OLD
Pl.a-.
rah Carville. of Lewiston, m·e visiting at

I

OUR NEIGHBORS.

East Buckfield.
Buckfield.

One of the oldest, if not the oldest citiMrs. Lewis Spaulding
met with a se- zen of Oxfo rd county, Jesse Shaw, was
,·ere accident by being thrown from a car- buried laS t week, whose! age was nearly
-Miss M. Louise Staples has returned
He apparently
had no disease
to Boston to continue the study of music, riage while returning from the State Fair 97 years.
ra
both vocal and instrumental,
under her .... Mrs. Elias Monk of North Bnckfield upon him, but a g clual decline from old
age .... V. P. DeCoster raised from one
died
very
suddenly
the
21st,
inst
.....
former teacher, l\fadame E. M. de Angelis.
Corn canning is delayed on account of bean 114 pods, and 564 perfect beans.
-Mr. vVarren Whittemm·e,
the Liverrunning short of cans. The crop of corn He also has apples of the Ben Davis varimore stage driver, has recovered from a
ety that were raised last year, and are
is reported excellent .... Josiah Hutchinsickness with typhoid
fever, of several
son is about on crutches .... The school, sound and hard and bid fair to see anothweeks duration.
He is nuw about his buser winter•••• Our new Lodge hall is now
:Yir. and Mrs. Pratt teachers, is progressiness.
\\'hen completed
ing smoothly.
This is Mr. Pratt's third ready for the plasterer.
-Mrs.
Gibbs and children, the farnilv term ... ReY. Mr. Ventres
B.
occupied
the look out for a box sociable.-B.
of the late F. E. Gibbs, Esq., will not r;. desk at the Baptist house last Sabbath.
East Hebron.
turn to Canton to li,·e, bi1t will live with l\Irs. Carter of Boston at the MethodGeo. Cobb Esq., died Monday last, and
Mrs. Gibbs' father, Mr. S. L. Knight, of ist's, tw'> Sabbaths past in place of the
the funeral services were attended by the
Sumner.
regular
preacher,
Re,·. Mr.
Roberts,
Cono-'1 minister of Mc Falls on the vVed-The sexton, Mr. Eben Harlow, wish- whose mission seems to be to lift up his nesc!:y following.
Mr. Cobb ,ms 82 years
~s to give notice that the ottomans belong- ,·oice and cry aloud, warning
sinners to old last April. He has been a smart busmg ,nth the hearse are missing.
Anyone depart from the confines of Buckfield uniness man, of fine character and will be
knowing of their whereabouts,
will please less they wish to hear the word.-G.
T.
gicatly missed in all this community ....
inform him at once.
:VIrs. John has been suffering quite severeByron.
-Mr. J. O. Casey, the cornetist an·d muMessrs. Johnson are selling off their h· from erysipelas, but appears some betsic writer, has been visiting friends in things and are going to Florida:
They t~r at this writing .... A. P. Brown's wife
town.
Mr. C. has recently refused a sal- have sold their farm and oxen to Leroy has been suffering from a scald on her anary of nearly $1 ,ooo per _vear to take charge Thomas.
. . Stephen· Taylor has gone to kle .... The Rev. Mr. Woodcock preached
of a brass band in ?\'Iass.
the Lakes as guide for a man from N. Y. here Sunday, Sept. 19th .... A. P. Brown,
-"An
On Looker"
is informed
that He thought he should be gone about th1 ee the ca1 penter, is at work on repairs for
"·e cannot publish anonymous
communi- weeks.
A big hunt is to come off .... E. Henry Bearce .... Mrs. Addie Thomas has
cations.
If he has not the courage to S. Chapell, from Bath, was here last week been at home taking care of her mother
write over his real name he should at on business .... The last bear story :-L.
who has been quite sick, but is better now
least send it ,dth the communication,
for J. Tobin saw five bears come into the road .... Anna Saunders !ms been very sick
our protection.
out near fotham Shaw's, two old ones and with a cold, but is better no\\·.-K.
business is
-The
following
Canton
horses have three cubs. • .The gumming
East Sumner.
There are five hands
been entered at the Oxford Countv
Fair: good at Gum Corner.
Several of our farmers are selling their
M. C. DeLano, Elcho; C. S. Page: C. S P. out gumming in the woods .... Miss Miri- Fall apples at $1.00 per barrel.
Apples
J. ,v. Thompson, Louviska;
1-1. C. Ellis, am Hall has arrived home from Auburn,
are very plenty yet, but fe\\· will be dried
Ma Me; R. G. Dunn,
Gold Bird; Wm. where she has been stopping with her sis- by the ~ld process, as two cents per lb.
Bailey, Nellie B.
ter the past summer .... l\Ir. John Young
will hardly pay for the handling.
Hun-John T. and H. N. Johnson, of Byron is failing fast.-A.
dreds of bushds will be fed out to stock,
will seli at auction, Saturday, Oct. 2d, at
Canton Point.
and made into cider .... Eastman,the seeds9 o'clock A. M., personal
property conl\J iss Rose Bennett, a graduate of West- man, displays a fine lot of flowering bulbs
sisting of stock, farming tools, furniture
brook Seminary,is teaching our fall school. in his office, which he offers for sale ....
and crops, at the old Enoch Bartlett place ............... The Bean Bros. are in our place Mr. E. L. Warren preached his farewell
at Hop City, Byron, Me.
threshing.
They have a good team and, discourse last Sabbath to a large audience.

:i\'Irs. Elbridge Merrill's ••• Kimball Post,
G. A. R., held their annual picnic at the
camp ground last Wednesday.
A good
time was enjoyed.
Music was furnished
by Allen's band .... A large amount of coal
arrived last week for the Umbagog Pulp
Co .... Miss Cora Dain met with quite a
serious accident by being thrown out of a
carriage about a mile belo,v the village,
·wednesday
morning of last week. She
received a severe scalp wound, and was
considerr.bl_v bruised aJJd shaken up besides ...... E. E. Merrill of Lewiston is at
home for a short time .... Eighty tickets
were sold at this station for the excursion

No• 39•

Otto Schnuer, foreman
in Keen and
Brown's chair factory, has bought
the
Ruth Keen stand, anC: is repairing
the
stable etc. In the spring he intends to
put a French roof on the house .... Sh?w
and Fair at North Turner about the m1clclle of October.-MIKE.

do it up well ...... Your correspondent
re- Mr. \Varren has been an efficient and faithceivec.l a visit last week from Joel Howard, ful minister and all will regret his deparHe is to take a fourth year's study
Esq., from Presque Isle. Mr. Howard was ture.
Seminary.
Rev.
a school-mate
of mine and lived in the at Andover Theological
house now owned by the Frenchs.
He Gilman Rice is expected on a visit and
moved from here 46 years ago with his will probably occupy the pulpit next Sabfather, to Readfield, Me., from thence to bath .... Rev. Mr. Beavins has arrived and

-Special
trains will carry pa,scngers
to and from the Fair at Canton next "·eek.
-Some
of the fastest horses in the State
are expected at the Canton races next
week.

home in Montreal, last Thursday.
-Mr. Marston and wife of Mechanic
Falls, visited at Arthur Allen's this week.

-Communication

CANTON, ME., THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1886.

Mr.C. B. Young of North Turner, brother of V,'m. S. Young of the Elm House,
and of Albert young of Auburn, died very
suddenly at North Turner.
Monday.
I-le
had been out in the field cutting
bushes,
and about three o'clock came in cornplain~~fe~f: 0~:,~e~~eh~:~tnc1?:J ~~~~sr~rn::~
diately.
He was about 54 years old, and
had been a resident of North Turner most
of his life. His death was a ,hock to the
whole village where he was greatly
esteemed.

Rumford

Falls.

W. Clark andM. L. Wyman are at Weld
Pond building a boat and casting a line,
for they are fishers .... Zenas Shaw of
Buckfieid has been the guest of Phineas
Irish for a few days .... Mrs. M. L. Wyman, Mrs. C. K. Cary and young
man
Gerr:sh are about to visit friends in the
old Commonwealth ..... When this greets
your eye the Peru Fair will have been an
accomplished fact, and, no doubt, a beautiful by-gone.
·we propose. to catch ?n,
and anticipate comfort while munchmg
peanuts and winking
at the girls, and
watching the old stags as they successfully
"yank" that drag load of rocks and humanity.-JoHN.
P. S. She's a by-gone.

Weld.
Harry Lidstone is finishing off his house
for John Pickens to move in to .... There
is to be a dance at the Cheese factory hall,
the first eve in Oct ... There is to be a new
blacksmith shop at Weld Corner, opened
by Jack Hatch ..... H. O. Stanley and party caught eleven trout, one day last week
at Weld Pond ..... Mrs. Lorenzo
Robertson is visiting relatives
at Farmington,
and intends to go to New Haven, Conn.,
before she returns .... Dexter Beedy and
~i'.~ D~~elo~~e;;ri~
;e~•~:t~~aod~ ~i;~si~
0
new gig._ .. The Corn factory has finished canning corn.
They have canned over forty bushels of darnsons.-H.
A CARD. We wish to express
oc.r
heartfelt thanks
to our neighbors
and
friends, for the many favors shown us, in
our late affliction, and also to the choir,
,a.ndto;,.)) those who contributed to the
floral decorations
at the house, and for
the ferns and flowers at the cemetery.
J.E. BURBANK, et al.
Life becomes almost a burden when the
body is racked with the suffering which
arises from scrofula.
If any taint of this
disease lurks in your blood, Ayer's Sarsaparilla will expel it. The entire system
!!c1~~i~ 1~~ughly renovated by taking

~~f[

B

More of that BONELESS SPICED CORNED
H H B b k'
I 8 t
e
• • ur an s on y cs. p r

EEF at

lbLadies', gent's, and child.en's
BOOTS,
SHOES and RUBBERS at H. H. Burbank's.
Bottom prices.
Bargains in Flour at H. H. Burbank's,

Horn.
Canton-Sept.
28, to the wife of L. D.
Small, a daughter.
Weld-Sept.
IO,
to the wife of In-in
Hutchinson,
a son.
,veld-Sept.
13, to the wite of Frank
Phinney, a son.
West Sumner-Sept.
25, to the wife of
T. J. Andrews, a daughter.
to Farmington,
Phillips and the Rangeley
West Sumner-Sept.
18, to the ,Yife of
Lakes.
A general good time wns enjoyed. Moulton Varney, a son.
JU.arriC'd.
.... The personal property of Calvin BumWeld-Sept.
12, Mr. W. W. Payne and
pus, of Ko. Livermore, was sold at public
auction last Saturday .... The log sluice is Miss Gertie Searles, both of Weld.
Hebro1,-Sept.
4, by Rev. C. E. Harden,
now nearly completed .... The mills have Mr. Charles L. Hray of Oxford, and Miss
been unable to run on full power for some Annie \V. Graves of Hebron.
Ease Livermore-Sept.
26, by Rev. W.
time past, on account of the water in the
H. Foster,
Mr. Benj. B. Blanchard
and
river having been so low .... Mr. L. J\for- '.\1iss Josie N. Gordon, both of EastLiverrison of Medfield, Mass., has been visiting
more.
in town the past week.-E.
H. A.
Died.
Canton Point-Sept.
22d, Mrs. Eunice,
Mexico.
wife of Jas. E. Burbank, aged 63 years.
J. W. Richards and his daughter Pearl,
East Hebron-Sept.
20, Mr. Geo. Cobb,
have returnee! from the West.
Mr. Rich- Esq., aged 82.
North Turner-Sept.
23, infant son of
a1 ds has the \\estern fever. He says he
can raise two steers as cheap in the west Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Q!Jirnby.
Peru-Sept.
21, Mr. Frank E. Gibbs of
as he can one here, and get as much for Canton, aged 33 years.
one out there as he can for one here ....
Turner-Sept.
22, Mr. James Allen.
Dudley Roberts had one-fourth acre of
stout corn destroyed by bears last week.
.... Potatoes turn out well, and are not
Pillows, etc. Flowers preserved. I ha Ye mad
1 1
1
much affected by rot. .. Town meeting
~{{~~~~~~t::;0Ne~-~o~~·~~
r~:~l.a~ :
last Saturday.
Voted to build a lattice
ders for the above. Prices low; New designs.
Order
of
1y7
work bridge across Swift riYer at the narC. 0. HOLT. CANTON.
rows as per Mr. Welcl's plan.-CoR.

I

FLOWERS t~~:~!f;,'°~~~!;,~,.

FT~~7ft~

No. TURNER.
Mr. John A. Mayo is visiting friends at
No. Turner after an absence of five years
in vVisconsin.
He will return the first of
Oct .... The North Turner Packing Co.,
have put up one hnnclred and sixty thousand cans of sweet corn this season ....

Notice.

My wife, IIattie Knapp, having left my
bed and board without just cause or provocation, I hereby forbid any person harboring or trusting her on my account after
this date.
WM. E. KNAPP.
Canton, Sept. 27, 1886.
3t39

OURP1
I.-

Transpose
on, and have
forms; again
tence telling
2.-SCATTJ
I never coulc
Why s01-ro
And all the l
Be driven 1
Go and toil i
Do not fea
If you want~
You can fii
Don't crowd
By fosterin
But give toe
The best tl
And lo! she
hours,
Her bouquet
flowers
Take care of
span;
Then careful
ing mi
He lives who
And all are
For other sot
Whence Ii~
Press on ! sm
Climb bold
He fails alon,
He wins wl
Howe'er it b(
'Tis only n
Kind hearts r
And simpl1
Each stanz
word or word
from ShakesJ
I, A letter'.
2, Obscure
3, A Scrip!
4, Represe
5, A Frenc
6, Lumino
the air.
7, A Frenc
8, An abbr
to set forth.
9, A letter.

ANSI

ANSWERS

Tl

1..:_The cit
clear grass ..
Him, and thE
XXI: 18, and
2.-

3.·we see but d
vapors
Amid thes,
What seems·
May be her
COR°N°Cl
300,oc
The TELEP
slow Packing
ton the other
ing items of
Mr. J. H. In§
this factory
popular with
company. 1V
the scribe abc
tions we con
never though
First he sh
the company
It is a big ca1
the corn is cc
which it is cl
and nker tha
ly part of the
cooked by th'
this method 1
The Canto
in the State f
season's pad
There han
tory during t
275 to 300 ha
us '·go throu
process of th,
The farme1
broken from
field, and un·
for shelter to
is "boss" of
load with th,
huskers, incl
ren, gather a
stripping th
''snouts"

fro

tion is 4 cen•
a jolly time,
carried to th
ears are fore
of knives so
out minus cc

satisfactorily would be to separatethe
seems quite an ingenious sort of fellow.
"I am very sorroy, ma'am, but-"
sexes in dental colleges. This plan has
"l dartl say!'' curtly interrupted And there is more complication in one of
1
Mrs. Crayfish. "But I don t want to those baking and roasting concerns than Facts
Not
Generally
Knovvn
shown good results in medical schools.
listen to any excuses. Be so very good, I had any idea of. Pray, ladies, make
About,
the Profession.
More women dentists practice their pro.
fess ion in Europe than in Amerka."
if you please, as to come down Stl\irs at no apologies. It was the most natural
once and get to work, without further mistake in the world. And I assure you How the Work is Done and the Prices
"How are twelve dollar a set teeth,
I regard it as a capital joke."
made while you wait, manfactured1"
loss of time."
that
are
Received
by
Some
Dentists.
"In almost the same manner that $50
Mrs. Edgeworth of Chicago, however.
And she led the way down to the
was not so placable.
.)ly life has sometimes rayless been,
kitchen, talking volubly as she went.
It has been carefully estimated that an sets are made. A mechanical dentist
Enshrouded sony grief;
They found her sitting in the middle individual in the higher walk of life, would charge th e same price ($8) for
But before she could explain the manBay never time·s assuaging hand
ifold shortcomings of the delinquent of Mrs. Crayfish's rather disorganized when he or she reaches the age of seven- making a $ 12 set of tce th as he would
Bring softly sweet relief.
range, the door-bell sounded
for the bedroom, with a face like that of the
Alt hough my soul be overwhelmed
second time 1 loud and long, and Mrs. Sphinx; and nothing but an introduc•
;:~~:ra;acti~:i~t~1~:;; t1~::rr~20t~e!~~ ~::r:
!:~:·~c:!t~e~t
t~ee:!~ets,n:~:~
With buffettings of sorrow,
Crayfish was obliged to hurry up stairs tion to Lord Ernest Elberon pacified her and tho acquirement of artificial unes. always do th eir own work. In cheap
Shall my weak heart ne'er stronger grow,
Or see a glad to-morrow.
in the least degree.
once more.
This fact should encourage young men upper and lower sots of teeth the teeth
Mrs. Ponsonby carried off the whole in the study of dentistry.
This time it was an old lady,stout and
Ah, yes, God showers tho selfish soul
One after- COS t $2, while in th e higher priced sets
in her noon last week, I met a friend, a dentist,
th e tee th are wor th but $ 2 more. la
With sorrow's bitter rain;
red-faced, with puffs of gray hair on party, Mrs. Crayfish included,
The purest heights are often reached
either side of her face, and her portly coupe, to lunch at Damorette's.
who, being in• a confidential mood, con. cheap sets th e only additional
expense
Through suffering and pain;
And when the luckless housekeeper sented to talk of the profession of which is for rubber a nd plaSt er. The latter ii
figure shrouded in a waterproof cloak.
And deepest griefs in Jove were meant
"Aunt Pamela, as true as I live !1'cried reached home again, the plumber was he is a shining ornament.
He said:
worth, possibly, five cents and the rub
To purify and strengthen;
Mrs. Crayfish, who never bad met her gone, Aunt Pamela had arrived, and had
'Thesouls that opens toward God
"Dentistry is not what it is cracked ber twenty-five.
'fhe materials used ii
husband's aunt.
"I declare if you are "straightened
up" everything, a good up to be, and, although it pays big dentistry co3t but little.
Grows as life's sbadows lengthen.
It is the worl
not just in time! My cook has gone and dinner smoked on the board, and Mr.
-Helen M. Winslow,
profits, many bills for work done are not and skill for which the patient is oblige<
my washerwoman hasn't come, and I do Crayfish welcomed her with a broad
1
collectable.
For this reasou honest men :: 1~; :an:~:o:ii!~
e:tu:t:~;c:,ai~asm;
believe that Providence has sent you to smile.
th
and
women
are
compelled
to
suffer
for
e
have
an engagement at my office at thi
me. If you don't mind I'll give you a
"It's all right, Carry," he said. "Blue
transgression of 'dead beats.' I have a hour."
If ever a blue Monday dawned upon cup of tea and set you ritgh to work Monday has come to an encl at last!"
A laboratory can be fitted up with al
the terrestrial ball, it was this thirteenth
picking foe chickens for dinner. Yes, I
"I should think it might," said Mrs. friend who recently sold a set of teeth for
day of September, 18-.
know the house looks forlorn," as the Crayfish, hysterically.
"With an Eng- $95 which cost him exactly $16. 20. By the necessary tools for the practice o
The equinoctial had come before its iady glanced dubiously around, "but it's lish lord in my kitchen, a Chicago re- a set of teeth I mean upper and lower dentistry at a cost of from $300 to $400
tim!), with a rush of angry rain borne on blue Monday and everything is in a tan- former in my bedroom, and nobody sets. The teeth mentioned above were -B 1•oolclyn Eagle.
Teeth set on rubber
-------the wings o! a morning wind; the kitch- gle. '!'his is my r0om; yours is all drip- knows what else! I declare, I'm sick of set on aluminum.
Travelling in South Africa.,
en chimney smoked rancorously, and the ping, from the leaky roof. My bed isn't the Society for the Elevation of Woman, cost the patient $50 and the dentist $10.
The prices given are average ones. Some
scuttle leaked a steady "drip, drip, drip !1' made, and the dear children's clothes are and everything that belongs to it!"In a few hours we arri vcd at Cookhouse
c"entists who serve the 'best people' ask Drift, then merely a thick forest of prickdirectly over the roses and tulips of the all over the floor; but you'll excuse all Helen F01·1·estGrai·es.
even higher rates. All dentists claim to ly pears. We drove up to a low-roofed
best-room carpet.
deficiencies, Aunt Pamela, until Leander
Making Slate Pencils.
do their mechanical 'J\'ork on their premi- wayside canteen, where I was ordered
"A regular spell of weather," said Jlfr. comes back.
Good grac10us ! if there
In the northwestern part of the town ses. This is not so. Less than one-half (not asked) to dismount.
Crayfish, chuckling, as be shaved him- isn't the bell again! I do believe it is
I did so, and
self, with one of the children playmg uewitchcd to-day! But you will take off of Castleton, Rutland county, Vt., is the of the dentists in Brooklyn do their own was about to enter the hovel before me,
hcrse with his suspenders, and the other your things, aud presently I'll bring you only manufactory in the United States of work or employ mechanical men by the but the entrance was well guarded by
packing different-sized marbles. into the up one of my big gingham aprons, and white slate pencils. The stone as it week. A larger part of the work claimed innumerable pigs, who, evidently by their
comes from the quarry is first sawed to be done by local dentists is performed
toe of his slipper.
appearance, had been greatly revelling
tell you what is to be done first."
But Mr. Crayfish, as his wire scornfulThere were doy ~
Down she bustled to the door for the into blocks from four to seven inches by a half dozen mechanical dentists who in the cactus fruit.
ly remarked, would chuckle at anything. third time.
A grimy-faced personage wide, according to the length desired make a specialty of that branch of the also, who looked willing, able and an\.
"I am sure I don't know what is to stood there in an attitude of utter indif- for the pencils. These are split quite business."
ious to eat me, ''skin and bone, and hymn~
easily with a chisel into slabs a little
"What are mechanical dentists paid book too."
become of me!" said she, sorrowfully.
ference.
However, the old host apthicker than the finished pencils-say,
for their services?" I asked.
"With BriLlgct gone, and the rnnge out
"1Vho arc you?" said }',Irs. Crayfish.
peared at the door, drove the faithful
"Eight dollars per set, which includes guardians away, ushered me in, and pro-,
of order, and this terrible rain, and not
"Plummcr's man, mum. :Mr. Crayfish, 5-16 inch. These arc passed through a
planing machine and over an emery belt upper and lower. The dentist so con- duced the proverbial Cape smoke (brana washerwoman to be had for love or he-"
money! And your Aunt Pamela writing
"But why didn't you come when the o make them fl.,1t,·smooth, and of a tracting for the worK is obliged to fur- dy) in a decanter; it made me feel very
that she is comir.g here to spJnd the win- other young man did?" irritably de- uniform thickness of about 3-16 inch. nish the teeth, which usually cost from ill and sleepy. We were then on a very
ter, and my report not yet written for manded the lady.
Next they are pushed into the jaws of a $4 to $6 per set. Plain teeth are worth high bank, and just below was the
the Woman's Elevation Society, and
"crocodile, 1' which consists of a pair of ten cents and gum teeth fifteen c,mts Great Fish river, rolling and roaring
"Ain't no other young man, mum."
Mrs. Ponsonby sending word that she
never
heard be"Yes, there 1s, too!" said Mrs. Cray• steel plates, in the under one of which each. The best teeth are made in Phila- as a Londoner
shall expect me to give an rosthetic tea, fish.
"And he's at work down in the are six rows of curved knives, each set delphia and are sold at a branch of the fore.
To
my
surprise and dismay
or a litemry breakfast, in honor of young kitchen now."
so as to cut a little deeper than the one manufacturing
firm in this city. Den- I was next ordered by the dTiver to
Lord Ernest Elberon, now that he is
"Well, if you've got some one to work which went before it. These plough tists try to convince their patients that "omba,1' with paintings to the river and
here gathering material for his book on on the job, you don't want me," said the out
parallel
grooves
half
way teeth are very expensive, and that to then to the opposite bank. Foul play
--Woman's Upward Progress.'"
independent citizen, shouldering his bag through the slab, which a man then turns make an upper and lower set takes two seemed to be the programme; there was
"Hang progress!" said llfr. Crayfish, of tools.
and lays upon a steel plate having ridges or three days. This is all humbug.
A no bridge and to swim was impossible.
emptying the marbles out of his slipper
"Yes, I do," said Mrs. Crayfish.
"I which just fit these grooves. This slides mechanical dentist who is a good work- But, d1:scending to the edge of the
toe.
want all the plumbers I can get. Make back under the six rows of teeth of a man can make three sets in twenty-four
water, I was surprised to find a frail
"Yes, that's just like you, Leander,"
haste down stairs and expedite the other second "crocodile" lying in wait along- hours. You can see by the foregoing rope stretching from the opposite ban~
said Mrs. Crayfish, fretfully.
"If
vou
man all you can.
"\Vhy, Mrs. Ponson- side, which cut the grooves on the other figures that patients pay good round on which was suspended a small box.
liad your way, you wodd tread us· all
by," as a smiling matron skipped out of side, and leave the pencils side by side. prices for a man's name or reputation.
Into this they shoved me much against
under foot, like inferior beings."
a coupe and hurried up the steps, "it Lastly, they are broken and rolled for an Dentists who employ mechanical men my will, with a number of mail bag.
"In the meantime," saiJ Cray:fish, "rd
instant to point them, upon an emery make a plaster p~ris cast of their pa.- I was immediately shot down to the
can't be possible that this is you!"
like my breakfast."
Mrs. Ponsonby, the
president
of belt. A man can give this last touch to tient's jaw so as to get the articulation,
centre of the rope, and there hung in1
And his wife went slowly and despond''The Soeial Circle for the Elevation of about 8,000 in a day. The average daily • or fitting of the teeth, correct.
These most pleasant situation,
with the sk\
ently down stairs, wondering how she
Women," shook the rain-drops from her output is 30,000, and the mill gives em- casts cost about five cents each, and above me and a tearing torrent beneath
tiliould get wori to the plumber about
bonnet-plume and smiled graciously.
ployment to some twenty-five hands. when made are sent to the dental labora- A sudden jerk!
I
held
tight;
then !roe
the range.
"I am so sorry to take you by sur- The old plan was to saw out square pen- atories where the remainder of the work the opposite bank two Kaflir boys pulle:
But the milkman, 0pportunely presentprise, clear!" said she.
cils from the slab with a circular saw, is done. Until the middle of Septem- me with leisurely pauses to land. Theil
ing himself, volunteered to leave an order
"Oh, not at all !1' interjected Mrs. one by one. These were boxed and dis• ber dentists might as well close their offi- I found a dilapidated
Cape buggy,
at the plumber's shop.
Crayfish.
tributcd among poor families, who whit- ces and go in the country, as little or no minus tent and cushions, with two raw•
"I m-u3tget something clone on the re''BL1t ~Ir. Ponsonby's mother is very tled them round by hand at from a work is being done. The months of boned horses, who perhaps had beenfro
port to-Jay," she pondered, as she sliced
ill," added the president of the Social quarter to half a dollar per tl:wusand, August and September are the dullest in on prickly pears, but bad not thri,e:
up potatoes for frsing.
"Mrs. EdgeCircle for the Elevation of "IVomen; "so The "crocodile"
has spoiled this busi- the year for the dental profession."
on them; so once more I resumed mj
worth, from Chicago, is to be at toof course I could not receive company. ness.-New Yorlc Evening Post.
"What are the incomes of Brooklyn
journey.--London Globe.
morrow's meeting, and- Oh, clear!" as
And I knew you would be so glad to
dentists?"
the knife siipped, intlictiJJg a fharp little
welcome Lord Earnest Elberon, anu to
Diamoud Mines.
Social Nicety in Cub:1.
"They diffLr, as in any other profesg:ish ou her finger. ''I knew there was answer llirs. Edgeworth's ir.quiries on the
Many geoiogists of Australasia cherish sion. Some dentists whom I might name
Not long since my attention wa.~callei
destined to be a blue :Monday when the subject of French Amelioration."
th e faith that diamond mines will yet be
make as high as $12,000 and $15,000 a in a funnv and rather plebian way tow
decorated lamp-shade cracked, all of
, •Eh?" said Mrs. Crayfish.
added to the sources of wealth of that
year, while others hardly earn their salt. of the lo;al customs of the island. Whe:
ltself, before daylight this morning!"
"Where are they ?" asked Mrs. Pon- developing land of surprises. A-:cidentI know men who have been in the pro- a family moves into another house, it E1
.And Mrs. Crayfish, forgetting all about sonby, looking around her.
ally discovered by a travelling trader not
fession ten yean or more, and who dur- de rigueur to send cards-or to quotethi
her "Elevation" and "Aims," burst into
'"Where arc who?" gasped Mrs. Cray- quite twenty years ago, the South Afri- ing that time have not averaged $1000 a Spanish for it, "mandar parte"--to thc1
tears, as a.ny milk-maid might h,.ve fish.
can mines, which arc five hundred miles
announc•
year. Meny Brooklyn dentists fill no whole circle of acquaintances,
done.
"Lord Ernest, to-be sure!" said Mrs. from the coast, and at an elevation of teeth less than $5 each. A man in Phila- ing the change, and, as they expressi:
The range obstinately declined to cook;
Ponsonby, "and }!rs. Edgeworth!"
, four thousand feet above the sea, are, delphia charges $10 per hour and usually here, "offering
them their house.'
the c"'.::imney poured clouds of smoke
however, at present unrivalled in their
.Mrs. Crayfish gave a little shrwk of .
d
.
.
manao-cs
to get an hour's work on any Those who fail to do this are not calle:
down into Mrs. Crayfi,h's face; and the
0
d"
ti
f 11 t ti1 b 1 •
size an value. The romantic hardships.
on, even by persons who visited the,
family breakcast0d upon yesterday's oatisnrny ~s 1e u
ru
ro ,e m upon which tou(J'hcned and rouo-henecl the I tooth no matter bow sm.tll the cavity.
0
her mind. She se:zecl Mrs. Ponsonby's
. 0
.
Another dentist in New York will fill no before. This custom is observed througl
meal, with a little milk.
have largely di~appeared tooth less than $50 or $100.
Dentists all c'.asses. I was immensely amusd
"Is this rosthetic?" said Mr. Crayfish; arm, as a drowning woman might grasp early digger~
at a straw.
before th e railway c?m:11-nnicat_ionwhich char(J'e all rices for o·old and silver fill- when my washerwoman (of the peasan:
"or is it Iitcrary ?"
0
O
brmgs the fields with111 a t:urty hours' .
Ip
d th
"I will tell you where they are I" said .
rno-s. As have already state , c av- class and living in the country), busioe!
''Leander, how cau you?" sobbed his
1
shc, with the stony calmness of despair. Journey of th e coaSt •. T~c business is er~ae price paid for an upper and lower settled and talk began, said: ' Ai~
-wife.
"I'll
stop myself and jog that "I pushed Lord Ernest down stairs be- now transacted on scientific principles set ~f teeth is $50 If I was unknown to senora, I had such a time this morning.
nd a_regular sySt cm. There hav~ been, a dentist who usually receives that price, I bad to climb a fence!"
"But, wbyf
plumber's memory," said ~fr. Crayfish, fore me, and set, him to pulling the kitch- a
good humoredly.
"Don't fret, Carry! en range to pieces. .A.nd Mrs. Edge- as might be expected, alternatwns of I will wager you, that at this tirr:e of the "Ab, you see, the only lane leading inl"
th
th
worth is at this moment sitting up stairs profit a~cl. loss, but
e returns of
e year, I could get the work done for half the highroad passes before my neighbor';
It will be all right."
Yes, I think $20 or even house. Now they have moved in o,lj
"I wJSh yori would not call me Carry, in probably the dirtiest and most untidy four prmcipal mine~ show ~bat in th e that amount.
th
nd
rd
th
th
ree years a
a i
previous to
e $15 would do
the
trick.
Suavity lately, and as they have not sent n::
when my name is Carolina!" saicl Mrs. bed-room in Philadelphia."
nd
1885
th
It was some time before llirs. Ponsonby e
of
, ere was a total production of
manner
is
the
great 'parte' of course I could not pass the~
Crayfhb.
th
could be brought to quite understand the of more
an eight autl a half millions drawing
card
of many
dentists. but had to climb the fence to get intotli
Just at noon the door-bell rang.
st
nd
erling. A Kimberley diamo
was re• Ladies prefer to patronize pleasant and road; and (dolefully) I shall havet'.
"Who is it?" shrieked :?\Irs. Crayfish position of affairs. But when she did,
to the little Crayfishes, who were stretch- she wns even more perturbed than Mrs. ccntly shown in Lo nd0 n valued at £lOO,- agreeable dentists to men who are surly climb the fence a~ain when I go honir.
th
4
ing their necks out of the front window. Crayfish had been.
OOO. It weighed more
an oocar~ts and uncouth in manners. Dentists who -New Orleans Times-Democrat.
th
"It's a young man, with a black
"Let us go np stairs-I
mean down in
e rough. The fincSt diamo1Jd in are personally popular have the Jar_i:?"est
quality
ever
found
in
South
Africa was
·'
His '.l'ones.
Jeather bag, ma!" shouted back the stairs-at once!" she cried.
"Oh, how the !<Porter Rhodes,,, discovered in the incomes. Women dentists?
Oh, yes.
Gustavus Hall who is somcwhatkuolll
:routhful scions of the race.
could any one possibly have made such a centre of Kimberley mine in l8SO. It is To my knowledge there is one in Brookas an opera sin~er ia considerable011
"That everlasting pumber-\ 11 siiid Mrs. blunder?
Oh, what will Lord Ernest
lyn
This lady attends
I
t
1
think? And what sort of account of us a pure white octahedron, valued at £60, - .• I t
d
a mos exc u• talker 1lso and his' conversation usual!)
Crayfish.
000.-London Standard.
s1ve y o women an children.
Occa"I'll teach him!"
will l\Irs. EJgeworth put into her hussionally she has a male patient, but not leads to hi~ own deeds bis own voice«
somethino-0 about him~cif. One day~
And with her kitchen :1prou swallow- band's Chicago newspaper ?"
often."
In the H.ailroacl Train.
ing her in its sombre folds, and her hair
"Do women make a success of dentis- remarked very portentiously to a roi,,
Lord Ernest Elberon, sitting on the
A gentleman carrying a very heavy try?"
nll bristling !n porcupine papers, Mrs. edge of the ,rnsh-trays, was meditatively
who had been listening to him for•
satchel finally succeeds in getting it into
"Not always. The feminine mind is hour or so:
Crayfish hurried to the door.
watchin;; the opnrations of the piumbcr, the rack. A lady seated :lJrectly beneath
sometimes
unable
to
grasp
its
intricacies.
"Do I address :Mrs. Leander Cray- when they came dowu.
"Why, sir! I have some tones int:
manifests lively fe,1r.
Many women dentists practice their pro- voice that no other baritone possesses,
.fish?1' began the young m:in.
"He wanted to fin-ht me at first " 0b"Oh, monsieur, supposing it should fession in New York. They are usually
"I ~hould rather think you did!" rnid served 1hc sprig of ·English aristo~racy.
equal degree ancl quality."
.. jll
discouraged in their attempts to study
''I believe you have," reJoinetV
Mrs. Crnyfi,h.' t.r.rtly. "Aud if this is . "But he was quite p2accab!c when I con- fall?"
"Reassure yourself, madnme, there is dentistry, as close association with male
the way you mt,end to transact business, vinccd him tbnt I did not come from an
talked to man, ''and I can na,~e
nothing in it that can break. "-French
students has often unpleasant results. right here. They arc G-A-B1 -1:want uothing more to do with you 11'
opposition establishment; and really he
Fun.
The only plan which I think would work bridge Gazette.

DENTISTRY.

Consolation.

!Because dark clouds have crossed the sky

Shall the sun refuse to shine!
:Bec:w.se
the morning has been wet
May evening not be :fice1
Sometimes the night bas rayless beenBball slarsJorgot to glisten1
Although tho winter bas been drear,
To summer birds we listen.

~i~

~f

"BLUEMONDAY."

I

i;

ould be to separate the
colleges. This plan has
~sults in medical schools.
\ntists practice their pro.
pc than in America."
twelve dollar a set teeth,
1 wait, manfactured1"
ihe same manner that $50
A mechanical dentist
e same price ($8) for
et of teeth as he would
iced set. Dentists, howe teeth at the rate named
own work. In cheap
:r sets of teeth the teeth
n the higher priced se~
rorth but $2 more. Iu
only additional
expense
1d plaster.
The latter is
r, five cents and the rubThe materials used in
ut little.
It is the work:
hich the patient is obliged
vill excuse me," said my
dng at his watch, "as I
!meut at my office at this.

LADIES'
Tollor-Mnde

DEPARTJlENT.
Clothes

f'or Women.

The best dressed women are now patronizing men's bootmakcrs, just as they
patronize men's tailors. The most wonderful boots in all the world are those
sported by the ladies who go a Ncwmarketing.
Ladies are to appear more
manly than ever this year. The mere
covert coat is to give way to a coaching
coat of the same matP.rial. The seams
will be strappier, the buttons pearly and
the cut boxy. As concomitant to this
very sporting garment we may look for a
S:wcrnaku hat. Some silver-gray tweeds,
to be worn by lovely woman in the earlier
days of autumn, are very charming. Im.
...,provers have been improved otI the garment of woman, and a good tailor-made
dress is a work of art and a joy forever.
· -Lmdon World.

The Leuu:th or Girls' Arms.
"That explains a theory of mine," said
can be fitted up with all
a mid'.lle-agcd man, as ho directed attenools for the practice of
tion to a matron and her little four-year:ost of from $300 to $400,. < old daughter, who, hand in hand, were
,gle.
coming down Wabasha street.
~he matron was quite stout, aud found
g in Sontll Africa.,
some difiiculty in reaching down to hold
rs we arri vcd at Cookhouse
the hand 0£ the little toddler. The mately a thick forest of prickron was evidently in a hurry, and she
drove up to a low-roofed , ...walked along the street at an ordinary
en, where I was ordered / rate of speed. Iler little daughter found
it impossible to keep up with the prodismount.
I did so, and
cession, and at regular intervals tripped
nter the hovel before me,
nee was well guarded by ~ and fell over, or at least would have falg-s,who, evidently by their :\ len but for the intervention of the mother.
She had the child by the hand, and at
d been greatly revelling)
ery trip tightenecl her grip, and by
fruit.
There were doy
main strength jerked the child on her
,cl willing, able and nnxfeet. The child's left arm was being
' 'skin and bone, anclhymn
~lo11gated.
owever, the old host np"I have al ways heard," continued the
door, drove the faithful
r, ushered me in, and pro,, speaker, "that a woman's left arm is
longer than the rigb t; that her left
1verbial Cape smoke (brnnshoulder is higher than herright, and have
ter; it made me feel very
been trying to solve the problem, or at
W c were then on a very
least explain it in some way. Seeing
ncl just below was the
that woman dragging that little girl by
ver, rolling and roaring
her left arm explains it all. Mothers
Dncr never
heard beusually start out holding their children's
1y surprise and dismny
left hands. Why not boys the same way?
rclerecl by the d1·ivcr to
I'll explain that. Boys can usually run
ointings to the river and
as fast as a woman can walk, even when
posite bank. Foul play
they are little fellows, and so don't have
1e programme; there was
to be dragged.
Little girls trip and the
to swim was impossible.
dragging
process begins. "-St.
Pmtl
ng to the edge of the
Globe.
surprised to find a frail
Pr-culiar
Pets.
from the opposite ban~
M.iss J\fay 1'.1cClellan, daughter of the
suspended a small box.
late Gen. J\fcClellan, has very peculiar
;hoved me much agnin~
pets, two white mice, which at times she
number of mail ba~
would take to the opera. They ran
1tely shot down to th!
around the box at the academy, often
ipe, and there hung in1
11erched on her bare shoulders, and kept
situation,
with thesk!?
the audience quite amused or the reverse.
1 tearing
torrent benentl!.
They were only permitted to run about
I I held tight; then fro:
during the intermissions, but one night,
nk two Kaffir boys pulle'.i
just as the prima donna was in the midst
!ly pauses to land. Thc11
of a pathetic solo, the mice came out as
ilapidated
Cape buggy,
if to hear too, and the eyes of the audi, cushions, with two ra~·
ence followed them. Miss McClellan
who perhaps had beenf~
tried to securn them but they became ex;s, but bad not thriw:
cited and ran away over the cushioned
~ce more I resumed m;
rail of the balcony until caught by an
on Globe.
usher a.ncl returned to their mistress.
Probably the prima douua to this day
Nicety in Cub:i.
ce my attention wa.~ca\11: does not understand why her solo received so little applause on that particurather plebiau way toOn!
lar night. Young aligators aTc great
toms of the island. Whi:
into another house, it 4 ,. pets, and several fashionable young ladies
own whole families of them. There is a
md cards-or to quotcthi
goat living near me that is a great favor"mandar parte"---to thci
ite of its owner. It is named "Stephen
acquaintances,
announc•
Dorsey," but is called "Dorsey" for
, ancl, as they expressi:
short. We never speak as we pass by .
.g them their house.'
I have good reasons for being thus unto do this arc not calle:
friendly.
"Dorsey" himself and a sliprsons who yisited the,
pery sidewalk last winter have much to
ustom is observed throu(do with it. There is a dog that lives
vrns immensely amusel
next door to me. He only understands
terwoman (of the pei!i:l!
French. He is forever running away,
t in the country), busini.
and his master stands at the front door
;ilk began, said: ",\A
shouting "Plon-Plcn" (the dog's name),
ch a time this morning
''venez ici," till sometimes I wish Plona fence!"
"But, wbyf
Plon was off somewhere with his more or
he only lane leading inr
nametsses before my neighbor'; .J less, usually less, distinguished
sake.-New York Letter.
bey have moved in onl!

:hey have uot sent I!:
i I could not pass the~
b the fence to get into~
efully) I shall have1'.
a~ain when I go holJll,
Times-Democrat.
is '.L'ones.
I who is somewhatknolf.
1
.'rrer fa considerableof
his' conversation u5nal)
deeds 1 his own voice«
t him scif. One day~
portentiously to a m~.,
istcning to him forf
have some tones ioi:
er baritone possesses,
U quality."
.. j 11
·ou have," reJ0100 f'
''and I can nainef••,
1ey are G-A-B!"-C:I

Cuban

lVon1e11.

The life of the Cuban women, says a
letter from Havana, is uneventful, and
to the American
mind, monotonous.
Her principal occupations before marriage are sewing, fancy work, making
preserves, levando amous. After marriage
her time is divided between the care of
her family and following up the very
ineffitient and unreliable servants of the
country. She has not yielded to the
temptation of intellectual tastes and pursuits. This is for the present a closed
book to her. She is naturally bright,
animated and industrious, and. like all
women of southern climates, much more
active than she has the reputation of being, although the warm climate, with no
real winter weather, and the sedentary
life custom allots her, are not calculated
to encourage activity.
Like our dear
good creole women 0f Louisiana, she is
kind and sympathetic, especially in time
of sickness and distress.
Neither veuturesor::ie nor self-reliant,

the women here are tender~y and jealou~ly guarded by their men. The father
occupies, as a rule, "a commanding position"-the
first bedroom next to the reception rooms: and, if he has his office
in his house (which is generally the case
if he is a professional man), the office is
in
another
"commanding
position at the encl of the
"zaquan."
A· Cuban lady, except in cases of
urgent necessity-and
then she muffies
up closely and hurries along the streetnever goes alone. The native woman
who ventures on the street alone is
brave. Such startling proceedings are
only excu;able in the independent
"Americana." Going out for a constitutional is unheard of, and, indeed, the
narrow, uninviting paYements, where
two persons cannot walk abreast, do not
tempt one to it, though so¥1-eof the days
of the lovely Cuban winters may. I
know women who, except to visit the
sick or distressed, never leave the house,
year in to year out.
Formerly, in the prosperous time of
the island, to own a carriage, even by
families of small means, was a matter of
course; and women of position never
went out on foot. A carriage then was
such a necessity that I have frequently
seen, in small houses where the parlor is
entered directly from the street-the
means of the family being too limited to
allow them the luxury of a house with
a "znquan"-the
carriage kept in the
parlor. In houses with a "zaquan" the
carriage or carriages are kept in the
zaquan, just inside the large front doors.
Shopping was and is still done by
those who own carriages from the carriage; the ladies stop before the store and
the goods are brought out to the carriage by the clerks for their inspection,
but from the lack of prosprrity now so
general all over the island few keep
private carriages and many shop on foot.
A great deal of the morning shopping is
done at home. Indeed, this is the favorite way of shopping during the w:.nn
hours of the day.--1-,Tew Orleans Times.Democrat.
Fasl1io11

When WI) Demoralize
By excesses or imprudence

A happy combination is watercress
green with heliotrope tones.
The newest gowns require froln si.x to
ten yards for drapery alone.
A high novelty is an Astrakhan bourctte suiting in high cardinal.
Tortoise-shell hairpins are the proper
means of fastening the coiffure.
White silk gauze is one of the prettiest
materials used to trim sailor hats.
In hats the last novelty consists in
having the crown different from the
brim.
l\falines lace is revived for dress coverings and trimmings over white or tinted
silk or moire.
Red continues in favor for full dresses,
ancl is likely to tint many costumes for
fall and winter.
There are woolen laces that shrink
and there arc those which wear well, and
those who purchase must use good judgment.
The Princess of Wales wore a diamond
dagger in the back of her hair, and now
all the ladie8 are vicing for supremacy in
display.
Young ladies wear sailor hats for the
fall sen.sou, although with darker trimmings than have obtained during the
summer.
Short wraps or plain velvet arc more
and more worn, and can be added to by
independent ornaments of jet or colored
beads, with finish of beaded lace.
The swiss fichu is a pretty novelty. It
is made of flower brocaded India mousselaine de sole or pale-tinted crape. Sometimes delicate colored surah is chosen.
'!'he narrow plaiting at the bottom 6f
the skirt is not altogether discarded, although it is not seen upon all of the new
styles. A newer fancy is a bias fold of
the goods set on in the same way.
Jerseys are now cut in the same style
as ordinary dress waists, and are very
handsomely finished, with whalebones
in all the sci.ms and an inside belt. They
are sometimes made with pointed fronts,
but more generally are rounded in front
with a plaited postilion back.
Very pretty autumn capotes are made
of dark blue gauze, spotted with bright
yellow, and yellow patterns over blue
grounds are employed in profusion both
for bonnet ribbons and dress materials.
The smallest are the most tasteful.
Sleeves are undergoing great modifications-they
are no longer plain and
coat-shaped; they arc now trimmed from
the shoulder to half way clown the arm,
while the lower part remains perfectly
plain without either border or revers.
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lts and g-cncral debility,
in their various forms.
also aR a preventive
a!.!a.inst fc,·er aial ague and
ot,her intermittent
fevers.th~
••lferru-Phosphora.t.ed Elixir of Ca.Usa.ya." miulc by Caswell.
l~azard & Co .. New York. rtnrl sold by all Drug.

swollen and painful tl,at he could not waik ill;
the sta.irs. He writes tl,at after a.few '-'PPlieaC1>n Consumption
bo C·ned,
tions of St. ,JacobsOil, the pain entirely disapWe have so often seen fatal results follow
peared, and the knee assumed its normal prothe declaration that it can be cured that we
portions.
have unconsciouslysettled down in the beliet
that this disease must necessarily prove fa.ta.!. One bushel of seed 01·sters planted will
produc" twenty. 'l'he first costs 1J om 8 to 18
It is true that occasionally a.community bas
cents, the l<Lttersel!s for sLOO a bushel. In
witnessed an Isolated case of what may ap- thQ Chesapeake an oystPr will HITive at mapropriately

be termed

spontaneous

tur:ty int hree years. in Conncct:cut
11early five. ______
_

recovery,

but to what combination of favorable circum·
stances this re,ult wa.s due none have hitherto
been found able to determine.
We have nowthe gratifyingfacttoannounce
that the proce.ss by which nature effects this
wonderful change is no long~r a mystery to
the medical profession,and that the changes
brought about in the system under fa.vor:ible
circumstances

by intrinsic

more

Bible. Hecia. ms to h:we made
r:ount. and i~:_~(~~in~.:.i'_, __

An Etlito1·'!'ll Tc~fimonial.
A. M. Vaughan, t:d.itvr oC the "(·rt·c<:nwich Review,•
Greenwich, 0., writes:
"Last January I met wlth a
very sovereaccidt"nt,
canc;f>d by a runaway h0rse.
[ u"ed :11010t every kind o! ~al Ye t\)hea.l the wounds.
whid1. turned to running sfJrcs, Ont foand nothing

a

complete

_

<lo me n.ny goo
3 months' treatment. for :iOc. Pisa's ;FJ,ome- t:)
C:ARROLIC 8ALYE.

ay for Catarrh.

8uld by drugi;ists.

till

l

wa; recom,men<lc<l

I

Ih~NRY'S

I bO(l(;-hta box, nm! !t hclp(d me
ht once, and :it the end or two months I was co,nplctely well. It is the bust salvo in the nrnr...-:et,and
[ never tnil of telling my friends ab.>ut it, and urga
!:hem to use it whrue,•~r in need "

•
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1
thl~o;u~*~ri!/ r a<lvert}l:iin~
;~ 1f,ti,:~e~.Pfi { to
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or les~

than nourishment imperfeetly organized.
Now, if we can procure the organization of
this food material so that through the process
of elective affinity it may take its place in the
system, we can cure the disease.

On, pair or bootgcan be saved every year
by usi:ii; Lyou·s Patent Metallic Heel Stiff·
ener::.

sure.

CA.usesmay be made

J~i~~~~

it req_uil'es

A prisoner in the Elkton. Ohio, ja ii, charged
with murclcr, spendR his tim~ counting
the
letters 1 words.
ver,30, and chapter:;
in the

certainty and more expeditiously by the use
of the proper remedy. In other words, nature
is imitated and assisted.
Tuberculous matter is nothing

~ll:t1;.~~ut,lf:}~~~~~~);L\~~~~r~ [~ll~!~~lr
[~;~:

:,;ummer coughsand colds generally come to
stay, but the use of Red Star Cough cure invariably drives them away. Safe, prompt.

as

This is just

wha.t Piso's Cure for Consumption does. It
arrests at once tho progress of the disease by
preventing the further supply of tuberculoua
matter, for while the system is under its in1luenceall nourishment is organized and as,

1
ch~t~~
~e~~~~~~a"';.~r:fh:;

~~;\~1.-t.!,~~!i~~

characLer1st1csymptoms of Consumption.
8
0
c~~~~~cft1s~~tEeti'::~!irg~:;~~~~1f~t~ %
recommendations a.ndmakes Consumptionont
of the diseases they can readily cure.
'I1he forming stage of a disease is alwa.ys the
~ost auspicionsfor treatment. '£hisfa.ctsbonld
mduce persons to resort to the use af Piao'sCure
when the cough is first not,ced, whether it ha1
a consumptive diathesis for its cause or not,
for this remed:,:~ures all kinds of cou!l'hswith
unequalled fac1hty and promptness. In congh1
from a simple cold, two or thre.e doses of the
med1cmehave been found sufficient to remove
the trouble. So in all diseases of the throat
a.nd lungs, with symptoms simulating those
of Consumption,Piso's Cure is the only infal·
lible remedy.
'£he following letter recommending Pisa's
Cur~ ~orConsumption,js a fair sample of the
~i:;1.t~'a.\~1~:~eiveddruly by th e proprietor oJ

?~

Harmless with Sanford's

Cinger.

J had a terribleA6'~~~~:!,;dY.t,~oecp~'s}~~8
Tbe coloredbrotherlaughs_!n_antlclpa!!onat !he Asa healthfulsummerdrink,withwnter, m!I~,Iced
ea.id I would never get well.
I then went to a I /east before hlrn. '£he melon 1s tickled beyond e:xpre:5- water, lemonade, etlervescent <lraughts .. and mlucra.l
drug store and askod for a good cough medicine. I sion as it thinks of the kinks it will tie in that darky's
waters it ls the best.

Notes.

Small fruits cover fall bonnets.
Bright red sashes are to be very generally worn.
The old organdie muslins m dark
colors are in style again.

Gray or sandy 'beards a.re colored brown or
He Wns No Sardlne.
black by Bucki.n:.ham'sdye for the whiskers.
A well-dressed countryman stopped at
One bnttle of Ayer's Ague Cure will eradi.cate 1n.alal'ial poisons fro1n the sYsteJn.
the entrance to the petroleum exchange,
They l'arletl.
on lower Broadway, and gazed inside
"Do you play the pianoi'' asked he.
with considerable interest.
"Yes," she re plied.
A broker on the lookout for commis"Singi"
sions said to him, cordially;
"Are you
''Yes_,,
in oil, sir?"
"Sing the Mikado?"
"No, mister," said the countryman,
"Yes."
movin~ away; "I'm no sardiuc."-Ha1·"Jlfary, I think we had better part
per's Bazar_.___
.,.,,.,
__ _
forever. "--kferchant-Travelle1·.
The editorof the Corsicana., Tex., O'/Jsr,~,r,r,
Mr. G. P. llfiller, had" severe atta.rk of rheu- . For rlyf--pti.Afa.. in<l i~P-stinn. deprP.sRfon of i:;pir.

the Stomach
in eating, we can--

not hope to escai,e the consequences for any
g_,·eatlength of tune. The most robust digestion must succumb to abuses of that important
fun9tion. But supposing that we have been
foolish enough to enfeeble the stomach -is the
damage irreparable? By no means. The dyspeptw ha.sonly to do two things to insure his
ultimate recovery. First, he should adopt an
easily digeste_ddiet. Second, he should use
w1th regula.rrty
and persistence
Hostetter's
Stoma.chBitters, the leading gastric invigorant
1
;~i~;"._,~tith~ ~1:o~~t/~~;~\!b1;~\1~di~t ';!.:
orders, btJ1ousne35 and constipation,
will assuredlr cease to persecute the sufferer if the
aborn a.dvice is attended to. Who that has
~ufferedthe torments that chronic indigestion
mt\Jcts w1l! neglect to Lake ad va.nt»ge of a
remedy which. ,t the most positive evidence of
0
0
11
;~ieiv~iic!,\E' ~';;'iii:d,J~1~~eYs1:.~c~ts~u~!
IU)ecificfor the complaint. •

J~:e~~~~~~eg:o~~~ha!.~~~ t~~::la_:~~\
~~
18
Ide not behove I could !Jve ,nthout it.
LEONORA VERMILYEA.

1

!:oamt
!~~ro~n'h
~soGw
1N,G~nis"e'
birsd
, nhboevenr~dneectar.
knowing
Mothers worn out with the cares of mntcrn!ty or the
= =,. 11 1 • 111 0 0
,,
•
bousehcld,or when weak, nervous,and hysterical.
SANFORD'S
G1NGEn,
compounded
or ImportedGinger, shouldtakea dooeor that del!ciouslnvigorant,S.l,..
Choice Aromatics,

and. French

Brat1<Jy, conveni~at,

GINGER. No other

FORD'S

remedy

is so wholesome.

speedy, and safe, is the quintescence of all that, 1s pre- pnlata.blt.>,
and safe for delicate women, young childre.11
A Veneiuelan Highway.
ventivc and cnra t1ve in med ic!ne.
and the agecl.
Fer the ~ervom;, sleepless, and mentally amt phystca!Let us go back to the seacoast by the
1
Jy overworked or wom out, SANFOn.o's GINGER 13 a
old Spanish roatl, on a mule, writes a g;.::;i~~ee!~r:~•~:.:::;;:i;:,~~:;;~~;~ ~:;:rntcl;::;;~~pure and snfe inv1goro.tor. It era.tlictt.te,; a craving for
Chicago News correspondent from Vcue-• restorethe circulationwhensuspendedby_ a _chill,and intoxicants in those addicted to their excessive use, alzuela. It is n::.uchhi••hcr on the moun- , wardofl malarial,contailous,undepidemicrnfluences.lays nervousness, assists digestion and promotes sleep.,

I

.

.

0

.newa:-e of worthless ''gingers"

offensively urged by

tr,1n and much rn the forest. There are 1. mercenarydruggist,onthosewhocall for
streams in which there are lilies with
CDNCER,
lavees eighteen inches wide and nearly SANFORD'S
'.l'he Delicious
Sunune1·
1'-Iedicine,
three feet long. There arc begonias-six varieties I found-higher
than a man,
HOW TO USE
TA'R
real shrubs.
There are all varieties of
air-plants, orchids clinging to the trees,
some of their flowers looking like great
Place a particle or the
butterflies scarcely alighted.
The mon- Balm into each no5tri1
and draw strong breaths
keys chatter in the trees, and high over- thronE;h the nose. It
head wheel swift flocks of parrots with will be absorbed and be•
gin tts ,vork or clean~hoarse cries, while swifter paroquets dart iug and healing the dis•
among the tree-tops.
Here is a wayside eased membraoe. ltalJay,; lnflamml\Uon and
inn. You can get bread, cheese, coffee, prevents fresh colds.
liquor, cigars, and a glance from black KO:r A LIQUlD 01
SKUFP.
. :A.
eyes somewhere at this rude sylvao
~: oif~~r:~~u:dor~rugs.
AY =JFEVER
place.

aud builds up 1hosc retlncetl by disease. delJilitY, a.wt
dissipation.
A void spurious "ging.ers" sai.d to be as gooi.l as

SANFORD'S
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Grocer&
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books by return m~

When I say c,1re I do not men.n merely to stop them.
for a time and tbon have them re.turn a.gain. I mean &
radical cure. I have made the disease o! .E'ITS, EPILEPSY or FALLING SICKNESS a lite-lonir
study, I
warrant my remed,Yto cure the worst ~es.
BecaUM
others ha.ve failed 1sno reuonfor not now receivina-a
cure. Send at once for &treatise a.ndaFreeBottle ot

Jron Levers, S~cel ,Uearinga, Brau

1

Hood's Sarsaparilla

and get one o! tll~e

pure, nnd good, full of

1!ha[rg¥\~~ii:t:~1f~
~~:~:n~a~~:11,p~~:~:~i;:er:~~I
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Soldby all druggists. $1; six for $5. Preparedonly
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est, humor a.nd pathos.

Others neglect that tired !eeHng,pains in tho BEST IN THE WORLD

any disease or aftection caused by 1.npure blood or
low state or tho system.
Be sure to get ··the peoullar medicine,"

HOUSE,

for

or LIVlliiG TRUTHS FOR. READ A,lm HEART,

come so powerful

till general deblllty and
liver dlseage becomes firmly ftxed upon
there is no hope or recovery.
in time: Hood's Sarsaparilla will cure,
the power of medicine, scrofula, salt
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peoplehaveneglectedslight manifestations

back, weakness, languor,
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A flrst-cla~s Dictionary gotten out at small
£rice to encourage the J:Jtudy or the Germaq,

receiptor$t. Soldbyal!Saddtery,
Hard ware and Harnesa Dealers.
Specialdiscount to tile 'lrade.. r.
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orhumorin the blood till the foul matter has be·
as to ca.urn terrible scrofulous
sores, awful surrering, and, fl.nally, as the system becomes drained of all its stl"ength, death.
Some have neglc,cted distress aCter eating, heart•
burn, occasional headaches, and other ea1•ly syrup.
toms of dyspepsia, till this painful disease has be•
coma lncurab:e, and the victim barely sustains a
miserable existence.
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Halter to any part of U. S. tree, on.

You cannot make yourself better by
simply resolving to be better at some
time or other any more than a farmer
can plough his field by simply turning it
over in his own JD.ind. A good resolution is a fine siarting point, but as a terminus it has no value.
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"'A WONDElt.t'UL OF.t'ER,"
Among the 150 kind~ or Cloth Bouud Dollar volwnes glven away by the Rochester
(N. Y.) American Rural Horne for every $1
subscription to that 8 page, 48 column, 16
year old weekly. (all 5rl inches, from llUO to
!JOOpages, bound in cloth) are:
Law Without LawDanel~on's (Medical)
yers.
Cormselor.
Family Cyclopedia. Boys' Useful Pastimes.
Farm Cyclopedia.
Five Years Before the
Farmers' and StockMast.
breeders' Guide. Peoples' History of
Common i:;ense in
United States.
Poultry Yard.
Universal His. of all
World Cyclopedia.
:Natious.
Popular Hi,;tory Civil
War (both side;;.)
Any one book and paper one year, postpaid
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AN ACTRESS' MAKE-UP.
I know a charming lady, who was an
only child, and somewhat of a spoiled one.
"Nothing is so exaggerated or mysteriShe married early in life and having been
GREEN TOMATO CATSUP.-Chop
very a "spoiled child" she expected to be a ous to the outside world as the 'make-up'
.lJ·coR.PEARL&MIDDLE
fine one gallon of cabbage, two gallons of "spoiled woman."
She was neither un- process of actors," said a prominent memPORTLAND,
ME.
green tomatoes, one quart of onions, eight selfish or amiable, and her husband took ber of the profession yesterday to a report- ,
pods of pepper: add one ounce of mustard, 1 to drink.
She got a divorce from him, er.
ginger a~d celery seed, one tab~espoonful I and he married again and is a devoted hus•·Well, I suppose actresses adopt the I
each of cmnamon, cloves, allspice, horse-· band and father, having reformed entirely. same process as fashionable women?"
radish and_ ma~e, a pound of brown_ sugar.,
,vomen are naturally more unselfish and
"Not a bit of it. Actresses have to fol-,
Put the spices 111 half a gall~n of vmegar, more amiable than men, and they need to low simple and quick methods to make up
pour over the catsup and boil three hours •. be. They are also more patient and more for a stage appearance.
The actress who
GRAPE CATSUP.-Boil six pounds of religious.
If every woman would stop and wishes to make a good appearance usualgrapes in a little water,_ strain,. add three think, and try to realize how much power ly washes her face in water and then in
pounds of sugar, one pmt of vmegar, and for good or evil she wields, she would be bay rum. Oriental
cream or whitish
spices to taste; boil thick and bottle.
more careful in her words and actions.
liquid is next applied with a sponge. \Vhen
the
face
is
dry
it
is
then
powdered with
CHILI SAUCE.-Take twelve large toma\Vhat is more pathetic than one sentence
toes, three pepper pods, two onions, two in "~Iiddlemarch,"
by George Eliot: "He the softest chamois skin. Then the background, as it were, is ready, and ermine is
tablespoonfuls of salt and a small teacup- married care, not help. "-Effie Lawton,in
delicately distributed with a fine, velvet
ful of sugar, with three cupfuls of vinegar.
Woman's Magazine.
sponge over the features.
The lips next
Peel and chop the tomatoes and onions,
receive attention by the homrepathic
apadd the pepper and boil three hours; ,;eaplication of a red liquid. All this is done
son with cinnamon.
Bottle and seal. This
sauce is excellent with cold meats, fish,
One of the best things in the world to with incredible swiftness and without any
etc., and much less trouble to prepare than be is a boy; it requires no experience apparent effort to obtain artistic effect.
strained tomato catsup.
though it needs some pmctice to be a good The particular part of the toilet now bePEPPER SAUCE.-Three dozen peppers, one. The disadvantage
of the position gins-penciling
the eyebrows.
A small
Grand special announcement for the con,;ideration of the Housekeepers of Maine,
two heads of cabbage, one root of horse- is that it does not last long enough.
It is camel's hair brush, of the best quality, is New Hampshire, Vermont and Connecticut:
radish, two ounces each of mustard seed, soon over. Just as you get used to being moistened with the finest India ink, and
Chamber Sets Manufactured from all the Popular Woods, ASH, PINE, CHERRY,
cloves and sugar. Boil in two quarts of' a boy you have to be something else, with work on the eyebrows is fairly inauguratvinegar; strain and bottle.
a good deal: more work to do, and not ed. A delicate line is also drawn under OAK. MAHOGANY and W AL::-n.JT. The largest and best selected stock in the
. Iarge, npe
• tomatoes, half so much fiun•
the lashes on the lower lid. This is the country.
Every Set IVarranted, and Freight Prepaid to your depot. These set& are
C HILi S AUCE.- S 1x
four green peppers, one onion, one tableAnd yet_ every boy is a~xions to b~ a way the actress prepares to make her ap- marked at Prices for September Sales, THAT have no Parallel in the Business. Write
earance
upon
the
sta,,,ue
when
she
is
perfor
cuts
and
description if you cannot come and see the line, and Remember We Prema
spoonful of sugar, one tablespoonful
ofl . • n, a n d ts very uneasy wt. th ti 1e res t nc- P
salt, one and a half cups of vinegar; chop t1ons that are put upon him as a boy. sonating a character that does not require pay the freight to your depot, ana sell you these Sets for Cash, or a quarter of the
Furnish your Homes and enpeppers and onions; boil one hour.
There are many bright spots in the life of her to look older than she really is. In amount down, and the Balance by the week or month.
TOMATOKETCHUP.-Eight quarts strain- a farm boy that I sometimes think I should that case, of course, she uses cosmetics joy Home comforts while Paying for them.
ed tomato, six tablespoonfuls black pepper, like to live the life over again.
I should and paints to produce wrinkles and the
six tablespoonfuls salt, four tablespoonfuls
almost be willing to be a giri if it were not necessary aged appearance.
Lead pencils
mustard, one tablespoonful ground cloves, for the chores. There is a great comfort
Jo. I are frequently used instead of India
one tablespoonful ginger, one quart vine- to a boy in the amount of work he can get ink to pencil the eJebrows.
gar, one-half cup brown sugar. Boil very rid of doing. It is sometimes astonishing
"The enamelling process, which origihO\ slo h
d p
nated in France, is very rarely resorted to
slowly until the quantity is reduced near- h v
w e can go on an erran •
er- on account of its baneful effects. It gives
In this Department we have some of the Greatest Bargains Ever Shown in New
ly one-half.
Put into bottles.
ahps hhe . couldn't explain himself why, the face a ghost-like, ,~axy look. and is far
w en e 1s sent to the neighbor's
after
·•
England.
For instance, we are selling
SWEET PICKLE.-Seven pounds of fruit, yeast, he stops to stone frogs. He is not from being beautiful.
It is a perfect art,
two pound~ of sugar, one quart of vinegar, exactly cruel, but he wants to see if he can though, and frequently, very old actres,,es
two ounces of cassia buds or cloves.
hit 'em.
can build a new and youthful face for the
.90
R<)xbury Tapestry, per yard
PICKLED APPLES.-One
quart of vineIt is a curious fact about boys that two stage with enamel.
Used to a great extent
gar, six cups brown sugar, one teaspoon- will be a great deal slower about doing it fills the pores of the skin, and poisons
Lowell Body Brus:sels,
$1.25
ful each of cloves, cinnamon, allspice; boil anything than one. Boys have a great the muscular glands, producing disease.
1.25
Bigelow
·'
vinegar and sugar together, Fkim it, then power of helping each other do nothing.
Some of the great and successful actres$es,
add the spices. Boil in the syrup sweet But say what you will about the general however, have outfits that a harem of OriHandsome VelvetR
1.25
apples cut in halves and not pared, till usefulness of boys, a farm without a boy ental women might envy. To enumerate
.55 &up.
All-wool Ingrains
soft, but not till they break.
would very soon come to grief. He is al- a few articles: glycerine, India ink, powAll-wool 3-ply
1.00 ''
ways in demand.
In the first place he is ders, carmine, lead pencil~, sponges, powAMIABLE AND HELPFUL.
to do all the errands, go to the store, the der puffs, crimper$, frizzers, chamois skin,
post office. and to carry all sorts of mes- puffs, braids, hairpins, piece of steel for
Some one has said that all women should sages. He would like to have as many short curls, tooth paste, bay rum, Florida
Oil Cloths, Rugs and Mats at unheard-of Prices, and Freight Prepaid to your debe be~uti~ul-of
course we all wou_ld be legs as a wheel has spokes, and rotate water, arsenic, nail-brush,
tweezers for pot. \Vrite for Samples ofthe~e goods.
Don't Pay Long Prices when we can and
beautiful 1f we could have a hand m the about in the same way.
pulling out gray hairs, cardamon seeds, will save your money every day in the week, and the Largest Stock and Largest and
making of our faces. There are few worn-I
This he sometimes tries to do, and peo- dyes, aromatic pills for the breath, invig- Lightest Floor to show carpets on in the country.
en who have perfect features, or perfect· pie who have seen him "turning
cart orators, sheet of zinc for curling the hair,
comp~exions, and so there are not many; wheels" along the side of the road have two hand-glasses,
besides other articles.
beautiful women. But almost all women. supposed he was amusing himself and The effect of long years of painting a face
have one attractive feature, and are pretty;! idling his time. He was only trying to is quite visible and noticeable by the genor, a~ least, t~ey can make themselves at-j invent a new mode oflocomotion,
so that erally dead appearance of the skin. I
In this Department we wish Every intending Purchaser could just drop in and see
tractive.
It 1s not always beauty of face he could economize his legs to do his er- would advise every actor and actress to pay our line and get our Prices on Hair Cloth Suits, Silk Plush Suits, Mohair Plush Suits
1
and form that wins the day; let us cul ti- rands with great dispatch.
Leap frog is a great deal of attention to scrubbing their and all Kind~ of Parlor Suits, Easy Chairs and Rockers known to the trade. Any
vate then the graces of the mind and heart. I one of hi~ methods of getting over the fac,:s after the performance.
They do one who has seen our store knows that we cannot adequately
represent the stock on
It is true, a pretty face attracts attention, I ground quickly.
He has a natural genius wash the paint off, but oftentimes being in
paper, all we can say is this:
We have Hair Cloth Sets at from $35 and up to $90;
·t
d
t
I
•
d
a
hurry
they
do
not
wash
hard
enough.
h u t 1 oes no a ways wm regar , or re- for combining
pleasure with business.There is an art in •making up' as well as Silk Plush Parlor Sets all prices from $100 upwards, and Mohair Plush Sets from
tain affection. But though girls may not Ckarles Dudley Warner.
in acting. "-New
rork Mail and Exj,res.< $47.50 up to $250; and unquestionably
the Largest assortment to select from in the
think so, most men look for something ,._..,_.,._.....,,.._...__...__...__...__...__.....,...,...,...,...,..,...,.,...,.,.~.,._.,.....,......,.
..........,...................................................................
....,.....,.!,'"
State, and only exceeded in Boston by our Boston Store.
Don't spendyo:ir time and
more than a pretty face in the woman they I
money trnvelling when you can be suited right here at a less price.
We have no hesdesire to marry, or why is it that so many:~
itation in saying that we can and do, do Business 10 to 15 per cent. cheaper in Port•
very plain women marry such very nice
land than can be done in Boston and New York; and we further say that we have unmen.
questionably the Best Building for our Business to be found in either of those cities.
I have met men and women so charmWrite for cuts and descriptions.
A quarter down and the Balance by the week or
ing in manner and conversation, that I did
month.
th
th
not
ink of eir looks at all. But being
. C: B._ L!;lcas wish<'s to in_form the public that he is prepared
to furnish
THE

HOUSEKEEPER.

iAnl!N~o~&

s.£o

I

I

I

Carpet Department.

I

PARLOR

FURNIT.URE.

asked afterwards if such or such a person anythmg III his !me at Bosto11 prices, as he excha11ges goods manufactured
by
was handsome, I was obliged to stop and him,elf for goods in the \Vatch and Jewelry
line. which enables him to 0<Y!ve
think, and recalling their features, decide better prices than ever. Just co11sider some of our prices.
that such a one was very handsome, and !
.
.
. .
such a one as
We will sell Wm. Ellery 11 Jewelled key wmdrng \Vatches, 3-ouncc silver case.
1•
w very Pat~.
.
for $12.00.
Broadway 7 jewelletl in i:ilver case, for $8.00-nickel
case $6.50. :Nu.
But because a woman 1s plam, and her 7 Elgin. 7 jewels, in nickel case for ~6.50, in silver case $8.00.
No. 13 Elofo, in 3face does not immediately attract notice ounce silver case for $12.00.
Rockford, Hampden,
a11d Illinois Watch Co. 'sat
Never before have we exerted ourselves to please the public in the matter of Heatfrom every passer-by let her make herself
proportionately
low prices.
Knights of Labor Pins from 35 cents t" $2.00.
We
her inmost self, I mean, not her outwar~ also have a ~llll line of K11ives, Forks and ::;poous at the following prices:
ing Stoves as this year, and we believe we shall make the Finest Exhibit of these
Our line will be full and complete in a
dress, all the more attractive.
Let her Plat~~i:1~.50~ogers'
Best, $4.00; 2d, $3.50. Sheffield, 82.00; Standard
Silver goods this Fall ever shown east of Boston.
cultivate amiability.
I once heard a man,
FORKS-Rogers'
A 1, ~6.00; Wallace Brothers', $,l.00; Standard Silver Plate few day~, and will include the Latest Patterns of the "Low" Art Tile Works. This
is
a
special
line
of
Franklin
Stoves
never
before
shown in the country, and will be
who was not happy in his married life, Co .. 3.50.
bold at from $ 4o to $i6 5 each. We shall make a Special Exhibit of these goods about
say: "I think it must be a Heaven on
SPOO~S-'l'ea.
$3.00 per dozen; Desert, $1.00 per pair; Table. $1. 15 per pair
Our Popular line of Parearth to be married to an amiable woman!''
M~sonic. Od~ Fellow, and all ot_her emblems at low prices for cash.
We hav; Sept. 20, and then we will call further attention to them.
Amiabi"lity can be
it· t d • t
a fnll lme o~ Cha111s, Charms, Bar prns. Pins an<l Drops, either in plate, crape, jet. lor Stoves will ran e in price from $4.50, 6, 8, 10, 12-50, ~5, 1 8, 21, 25, 27, 30, and $35.
5
.
. ~u 1va e Jus_ as we 11 stone or sohd gold. .
,
I
We sold over 1 2oo of these Parlor Stoves last fall and wmte!' and we have yet to hear
as music, or pamtmg, or embroidery,
or,
Anything we do not have in stock we can furnish at short notice,
I
Our price this year will be the same as last, notwithstanding
the 15 per
~nything el_se. But do you know what it Fine
Watch Rep_airing
in all i(s branches,
~lso Sewing
Jlfachzne
and a complaint.
cent. advance in the price. We are enabled to do this because we c@ntracted for these
1s to be amiable?
JJfodets built at short no/tee, and all ktnds small llfachine
goods last May, before the advance.
It is to be unselfish-and
to be unselfish
Work done in a workmanlike
manner.
one must be indifferent to self. To be unIn our Range Department we are still selling at the old price, the New Tariff, Q_ga·
selfish, to think more of another's comker, First National, Groveland, New Byron and Our Choice.
Every Range is war·
forts than our own; give up our little
Opposite the Depot,
ranted a Baker.
Write for cuts of Stoves and Ranges.
We will sell them for cash or
whims and fancies to please others, and to
Canton, Me.
on our Special Contract System-One-fourth
down, Balance by the week or month,
give them up amiably.
That is it, to give
up amiably.
But to be amiable is to have
and the Freight Prepaid to your depot. Don't delay ordering.
a sweet smile and a pleasant word for ev1
ery one. Sweet smiles and pleasant words
cost but little, only a slight effort to oursdves, perhaps, and habit will prevent
TO
COATS
their being an effort.
.
in Every Style. 40 Styles of Sideboards; Shades and Drapery in Endless Variety;
But a wife should not only be unselfish
Sewmg Machine~ furnished if wanted
d
• bl b
and the 'llork dehvered at your homes.
and more than a One Hundred Thousand Dollar Stock of House-furnishings
to select
an a~1a e, ut she ~hould be helpful; • Apply by mail only to Wm. M. Mitchell,
from. All enquiries th~ough the mail will receive prompt and careful attention, and
and this she_can not fail to be if she is in Dixfield, Me., or to J. A. Bucknam &
cuts and photographs of Furniture, Stoves and Ranges, and Samples of Carpet,;, will
sympathy with her husband.
Co. Mechanic Falls, Me.
51tf
be cheerfully sent on appiication.
A wife should help her husband in his

Stoves and Ranges.

I

Charles

H. Lucas,

WANTED!

100 ] AMILIES
MAKE

business or profession, and amusements
as well, in so far as she can. But if a man
declines help in his business, she can help
him in moments of busine~s depression
b h
h
y er c eerfulness and amiability.
I know a man who has been driven to
drink, because when he comes home after
a hard day's work, the house is in disorder, the lamp chimneys are smoked and
the children are noisy. He is a cultivated
and refined gentleman,
and his wife is
amiable, but she is not a help to him.
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Boot & Shoe Maker.

DINING
ROOM
FURNITURE

ADVERTISERS

can learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of
adverti~ing in American
papers by addressing
Geo. P. Rowell & Co.,

. Over P. Ho~l~e•s blacki:mith shop. All
kmds of repa,nng.
Custom makin~ to
• Newspaper
Advertising
Bureau,
meaimre, fr()m Thomas' celebrated cnlf to
10 Spruce
St., New York.
finest French.
Orders solicited.
3-37
Send
10cts.
foP 100-Page
Pamphlet.
! --------------I
field, are scaree. bol lhose who write to
JD81Vbe foun d on
Stioaon &:Co.. Portlaod_ Maine, will receive
I
file at GEO. }>.
free, foll information aboui work which
Newspaper Advertising Bur~L(IOL &SpruceCo•s
they can do, aod U.-e ai bome,tbat will pay
Street h
them from $5 IO,:is per day. Some hue
earned overS,50 tu a day. Either ses:. young or old. Capital
1
NEW
YORK.
not required. Yoo.are started free. Tbosewbo1tart at ooco

THISPAPER

I

l:in~~c:1fJ

GOLil

are absolutely sure or 1nog 111118
forlwlea. .All ls new.

Open every Evening.

Electric Lights on 3 floors.

Address .llll Communications

to

Corner
Fear1& MiddleSts.,Portland.
Isaac CJ.Atkinson,

lffana~er,

N~o1'&

~ MIDDLE
si¥.o.
.AND,ME.

,usekeepers

relief disbursements
$2,180,901.93.
The
Order exists under flourishing grand jurisdictions in Australia, Germany, Sandwich
-:(-):-Islands, Switzerland,
Netherland,
Denmark, Sweden, Chili, Peru, Mexico and
PUBLISHED
THURSDAYS
AT
Cuba. Twenty-two years ago the Sovereign Grand Lodge met in Boston, (1864)
CANTON,
OXFORD
COUNTY,
ME.
the total membership
then was but 137,623; total revenue then $1 ,r6r ,828.65. The
SUBSCRIPTION
RATES,
statistics of the Order since 1830 are, total
initiations
r ,404,1 IO; members
relieved
One copy, one year,
r ,208, 180; widow's families relieved 157,If paid one year in advance, $r.25. 063; total relief $41,154,900; total receipts
$109,254,362.oS.
Of this relief $31 ,614,Same rates for 3 or 6 months.
288.29 has been paid out since 1864, and
~No
paper discontinued
until all ar- $86,221,933.08 of the total receipts receivrearages are paid, except at the option of
ed. At this rate in the year 1908 this Orthe publisher.
der will be all-embracing.
Papers promptly discontinued at expiraShooting its arrows beyond that day,
tior. of the time paid for when so ordered;
otherwise they will be continued.
Halt not! human frailities, speed thy way;
Friend or foe, Samaritan, Jew or brother,
ADVERTISING
RATES.
The last, he who shows mercy to another.

(¢anfoit¢dt~Jh~n~.
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KoTICES in reading column and read
i ng type, 5 cents per iinc for first insertion and 4 cts
per line for each subsequent insertion.
BUSINESS

Brief announcements
of Births, Deaths
riagcs arc inserted free,
but Obituary
Resolutions
of respect to the memory of
members of any society \Yill be char_e-cd
rate of 5 ccnls per line. Brief, historical

~:J~r~:~
~:\~i~

and .l\lar.
Lines or
departed
for at the
sketches

\,~:e:~:~~e~u~ ~\~ ~{c~l t ~(); 1~!)i~·i;ld~a
{:~,c~ ~~
charged for, but solicited when the subject has been
well known in this vicinity.
1

1ent.
; Ever Shown in New

.90
$1.25
1.25
1.25
.55 &up.

1.00 .,
: Prepaid to your de:es when we can and
tock and Largest and
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NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.

/

''The end justifies the means," is a pernicious maxim for frail humanity to employ. The Pope's brief announcing
the
restoration
of the Jesuits is an endorsement of that principle, that does discredit
to the Vatican, and will most surely bring
schism and indi\'iclual alienation to the
Roman Catholic church.
It is said this
brief was e,ctorted from the Pope during a
prostrating illness.
The assassination of Rev. Dr. Haydock
111 Sioux Citv, Ia., burdens
the temperance
qnestion with a martyr which characterizes the vital principle involved with all
others of a divine nature in human affairs.
The promulgation
of divine truth through
human instrumentalities
has eYer been
sealed with the blood of manifest righteousness, the significance of which has ever been the test of that righteousness.
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I. Any person who takes a paper regularly from
the office-whether
directed to him or another, or
whether he has subscribed or not-is responsible for
the payment,
2.
If a person orders his paper discontinued
he
must pay all arrcarcag-cs, or the publisher may con.
tinnc to send it until payment is made, and collect
the whole amount, whether the paper is Uken fro,m
the office or not.

3. The Courts have decided that rcfusrng to take
newspapers
and periodicals
from the pnstoffice, or
removing- and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
/acie evidence of frat~d.

The red. white and green, the national
colors of Mexico, floats over Horticultural
Hall, and ,Yithin you may behold the denizens of our sister republic busily engaged
in their native vocations that are adaptable
to the place. They are adorned "·ith the
inimitable sombrero which they regard as
the desideratum for a complete fashionable
toilet, and for this article a large expenditure is made even when the remainder
of
the costume is beggarly cheap.
The Mexican matrons and maids are there in attendance arrayed in bodices and gowns,
and handkerchiefs in all the colors of the
rainbo,v.
Dedham's quarter millienium was celebrated on the 21st inst., and no doubt the
same spirit pervades her citizen to-day
that prompted the desire of her primal settlers to petition for incorporation
sith the
name of Contentment,
but legislature substituted the name of Dedham.
A gala day for Boston; a red letter day
for Odd Fellowship;
15 ,ooo Odd Fellows
on grand parade; brilliant uniforms; elaborate decorations;
choice and plentiful
music furnished by 100 bands; streets lined with hundreds of thousands of delighted onlookers, reviewed by the grand officers, by Governor Robinson
and staff, by
Mayor Obrien and members of the city
government.
The grandest demonstration
of the kind ever made on earth!
Who
wouldn't be an Odd Fellow?
He would
be odd indeed who would not. The I. O.
of 0. F. is the largest body of persons under a single board of goYernment in the
world.
lie who seeks Odd Fellowship
will find a more perfect paradox than has
otherwise existed in social affairs.
Ex-GO\:ernor Long is doing the Bay
State cattle fairs. He is at home at the
fair no less than he will be in the Senate
chamber, so adapted is he for all the wants
of the people, and what a flush of gratification we feel \Yhen we remember he is a
son of Oxford.
Human inconsistency is apparent in the
temperance question as in the religious;
nevertheless, we may all be temperate and
christians.
Dr. S. C. Curran of East Greenbush,
N. Y., is gladdening
the hearts of his
many friends in Boston by personal calls,
which, though short are inimitable and
characteristic of the Doctor.
His sojourn
is necessarily closely limited by reason of
urgency imposed by engagements
in his
professional duties, thus we have to accord
"·elcome
and god speed unpleasantly
close together.
SHOMER.

Thursday,
SBDtBmber
30,1886.
Communications,

Etc.

OURBOSTON
LETTER.
BosTo~, Sept. 22, 1886.
The most interesting
development
in
Christian affairs, and at the same time the
most striking feature of our age, is the
marked tendency to harmony and unity in
the Church.
By the word "church"
we
mean Christendom
and Christianity,
01
better and more comprehPnsive-Christ.

Intolerance is alienation from Christthe rock of Christian diversity; for where
there is division there is strife which is
the author of confusion.
Toleration
is
"brotherly love" practically
exemplified.
Thus we may hail the apparent incoming
harmony in the church as the advent of a
reign of '·brotherly
love," which Peter
classified as sixth in acquired graces for
Christian character, without which we are
near-sighted Christians who can only see
understandingly
and appreciatively
·within the narrow scope of our own dogmatism
-cannot
look afar off over Christendom
and see the all-pervading
and imbuing
principle involved in the great divine mission of Jesus Christ.
And here lies a wonderful fact which "·e shall do well to ponder and gather the fruit of its importance,
as a "heavenly
vision" for our own upbuilding and steadfastness.
Upon no other theme, thing or personality
involving
real princi pie, is there such a wide-spread,
deep-seated,
harmonious
agreement and
acceptance as in the case as to Jesus Christ;
and more significant
than all else is the
fact that all this marks the advance of humanity's acquired knowledge.
This forms
the unanswerable
diction of argument
which infidelity or anti-christianity
pales
before, and is fast ceasing to be in consequence of. A person who denies Christusing the term in its preceptive or scriptural sense-may
be safely set down as
seeking to deceive.unfortunately
ignorant,
or demented; or worse than all, indifferent to vital interests.
The simplicity
of
childhood and the most erudite adulthood
are alike susceptive
of the power of the
Gospel.
The phraseology-upon
"·hich
A LUKATIC BOILED ALIVE.
we may differ from failing to understand
each other-in
·which it is expressed is
Patrick McCarthy, a helpless paralytic
quite unessential;
but the realization
on and lunatic at the Flatbush, L. I., insane
the plain of finite divinity is universal and asylum, was boiled to death there Saturinvariable.
day afternoon, Sept., 18th. He was givOdd as it may seem, Boston is the odd- en in charge of keeper Charles M. Edgerest city in all the land the present week, ton to be carried to his daily bath.
Edif Odd FellmYs can make a city odd, and gerton had prepared the bath, and dropit would be odd if they couldn't.
The ped McCarthy into it in the unceremoopening session of the 62d annual conven- nious fashion usual at such institutions.
tion of the Sovereign Grand Lodge I. O. The man screamed and struggled, but was
O. F., took place as was appointed, amidst kept in the water for several minutes, unmost auspicious circumstances of weather til other keepers and the physicians
were
and ordinary conveniences, with a full at- brought in by his cries. He was then untendance and in characteristic
good-or
conscious
and presented a horrible aprather Odd Fellowship.
vVe gather from pearance.
The scalding water had literalthe reports the following facts :-The to- ly boiled him alive. His skin and much
tal membership of this order is 517,3m; 54 of his flesh had peeled off,'and his whole
grand lodges, 44 grand encampments, 7956 body presented a sickening, pulpy sight.
lodges, 1947 encampme1:ts.
The total Everything possible was done for him,
Edgerton is
revenue in 1885 was $5,309,688.77;
total but he died in two hours.

thirty-three year-s old, and has been employed in the asylum hospital
for three
years.
In that time he has been three
times dicharged for drunkeness
but, has
always by some mysterious influence that
he posessed. been reinstated.
He was at
once discharged after the occurrence of
Saturday.
He claims that at the time he
was perfectly sober and that he tried the
bath with his hand before putting him
into it, and did not think it too hot. Attention by this event has been attracted
to the terrible condition of things at the
Flatbush institution.
Built for only 1,100
patients, over 1,500 are crowded into it.
The keepers are poorly paid and incompetent.
T!1c medical
superintendent,
paid a large salary for managing
the institution, lives and practices
medicine in
Brooklyn, and calls at the asylum just as
he would on a private patient.
Stories of
cruel treatment of patients by brutal keepers, of systematic neglect, poor food and
little of it, and other abuses are current
among those having knowledge of the inside affairs of the asylum.
The county
board of charities and corrections
will on
vVednesday begin a thorough
im-estigation, primarily of the McCarthy case, and
embracing "·ith it the whole management
of the institution.
It is announced that
hereafter the medical superintendent
will
be compelled to li,·e on the place and give
up his priYate practice.
TYPE-WRITING

AKD
ERS.

TYPE-WRIT-

Within the past fe"· years a type-writer
has become a necessit_y to men in business.
This has naturally led to the introduction
of a large number of machines;
among
which the Hammond, Remington,
Hall.
Columbia and the Caligraph
are prominent.
The high price of these machines
has heretofore proved the greatest obstacle
to their general use. But now Yankee ingenuity has stepped in, and placed in the
market a little machine "·hich at a trifling
cost gives all the ad,·,rntages of the highest priced type-,n-iters.
It is known as
the Herrington type-writer, and is sole! for
the ridiculously low price of $5.00. The
following description may pro,·e of interest:
The Herrington Type-"\Vriter consists of
a type-·wheel, ink-pad, type-wheel standard, paper holder and base-plate.
The Type-,Yheel is stamped from the
best rolled brass after the model illustrated. It is provided with two rows of square
perforation, through one row of which the

Rnmf
oraFalls
&Buckfield
R.R.

Sore Eyes
The eyes are alway~ in sy1npath;- with
the body, and afford an excellent inde.<
of its condition.
When the eyes ue,·0111c
weak, and the lids intlame,l am! sure, ''·
ts an evidence that the system has
uecome disordered
1.,y Scrofula, fur
which Ayer's Sarsaparilla is the best
known remedy.
Scrofula, which proclnced a painfnl intlammation in my eves, caused me mnch
suffering for a number of years. By the
ad vice of a physician I commenced taking
Ayer's Sarsaparilla.
After using this
medicine a short time I was cowpletely

Cured
My eyes are now in a splendirl condi-

tion, and I am as well an(! strong as ever.
- Mrs. William Gage, Concord, N. H.
For a number of years I was troubled
with a humor in my eyes, and was unable
to obtain any relief until I commenced
nsing Ayer's Sarsaparilla.
This medicine has effected a cowplete cure, and I
be!ie,·e it to be the best of blood purifiers. -C. E. Upton, Nashua, N. H.
From childhood, and until with a few
months, I haYe been afllictetl with '..Veak
and Sore Eyes. I haYe used for these
complaints,
with beneficial
results,
Ayer's Sarsaparilla,
anu consider it a
~~te~,l<;J~~purifier. - Mrs. C. Phillips,
1
I snffere,l for a yrar with inflamma,.
tion in nn· left eve. Three ulcers formed
on the u·all. de1\riving me of sight. and
,·a11s111g
great pain.
After trying i.llany
<>tlierremedies, to no purpose, I was finally induced to use Ayer's Sarsaparilla.

g

By Taking

Before she hacl uRec.1

11tml uottlP- her sight was restored.
I fpr t'11re is ,·u111pletc.- "\V. E. Suther,a11d. E,·angeliot, Shelby City, Ky.
*
·t,P

Ayer's

SOUTH.

GOING

NORTH.

Lvc,
9 oo
15 9 IO BoHon,
;\-lAIL

I'. !\I. 1A, i\·1

::1p~

35 9 25 Portland,G.T.
9 30 I 30
50 9 32 Lc\,·i:;ton, _" 10 10 2 30
.:Vlcchanic J.''Js 10 45 3 15
9 4S \\·est:Minot,
11 05 3 27
*Bearce R'cl,
35 9 5S East Jlebron,
11 30 3 3i
I
*Pacltl1nl R'd, P.M,
50 10 10 Buckhclcl,
12 15 3 52
1
Mechaf1'~~rB~~r.~6 15110 24 ~~;ts~1~n~~i ,' 12 35 4 o6
Lewiston,
7 12 11 15 Jiartford,
12 50 4 IJ
P. M. *Fullc,· Road,
Portland,
S 25 12 05 Canton,
.
1 10 4 28
l'.~r.
[arnve.
Boston,
1 15 5 IO Gilbertdllc,
_4 3~
*Trains slop only on sigrn-tl.
20.

I

STAGE CO-:S~ECTIOXS.
AT ,,-EST
l\lINOT.-Daily,with
mail train,for IJe
bran Academy, 3 1-2 miles.
.
AT BUCKFJELD.-Dailv,
with mail train, for
Chase's Mi!Js 4 miles, Tu"rner 6 miles, No. Buck.
~clcl 3 mile:::, and \Ycst Sumner 7 miles.
AT C.\XTo:-;-.-Daily,
with mail train, for East
Peru 5 miles, \Vest Peru IO rniles,Dixficld
10 miles,
i\1exico r5 mile~, Rumford Falls 17 miles, Roxbury
z1 miles,Byron
25 milcs,I-Ioughton's
30 miles.
Al.
so for Brittun's l\1ills, Livermore,
5 miles.
AT Gn,BEH.TVJLLE.-Daily,
with mail train, for
Canton Point 1 1-4 milc:s,
L. L. LIXCOLN,
Sun.

Remember
the best place to get your 5c Prints is

At the BrickStore,
where you will find a large stock of

three bottles of this merlicine I have been
r1111rel.vcurer!. My sight has been res111recl.and t.here is no sign of inftamma11011,sore. or nlrer in my eye. - Kendal
T Bowen, Sugar Tree Ridge, Ohio.
~l_vrlanr::hter, ten years old, was affiict,,,1 with Snof11lous Sore Eyes.
During
rltt-> last two yen.rs sl1e ne,·er saw ligl1t of
a1"· ki11cl. Ph,vsidans of the highest
,:a11di11gexerte,l their skill, bnt with no
p,•r111anent Hncccss.
On the ret..'.omn1en·1a11"1:of a fri<entl I purchased :i. uottleof
A ,·,·rs Sarsaparilla,
which my <langl,ter
,·11111111eucetl
taking.

TIME-TABLE,-In Effect July 12, '86,
GOING

Lvc, A. ~1.-:\IXD
Gdhcrt\·illc,
Canton,
4
*Fuller Road,
llartford,
4
East Sumner,
4
*\Van-en H.'d,
Buckfield,
5
*Packar.JH.'d,
East IIebron,
5
*Bearce R'd,
\Yt::st l\1inot,
5

Sarsaparilla,

DRY
& FANCY
GOODS.
Big drive on Gent's Canvas B. H.
Boots at 85 cts.
Boys' ditto, 75 cts.
Gent's Serge Prince Albert, 85 cts.
Gent's Dress Lace Button and Congress, $r .75, $2.00 and $2.50.
L:1rge stock of those warranted
Kids at $.2, and many other grades.
Also the

~ii!'

·<@l~

l"repare<l Uy Pr. J.C .. Ayer &Co., Lowell, Mass.
Price $1; six bottles, $5.

::3old Ly all Druggists.

30 cent

TEi\IPERANCE

Molasses.

LEADERS
IN UNISON.
"THE VorcE has become the leading
temperance journal of the World.
I feel
compelled to declare it the ablest agitator
1
type are inserted from the inside out. The ~~"~~\i;:;;~\~~e=~i~; 0
1~ i}hoeud~~-;;-=
type are held in place by a metal strip ex- tion of Death," London, England.
tending around the inside flange of the
""\Ve have had no such temperance
pawheel.
This metal strip is covered ,Yith per before in all the years of work for the
On any kind of security and good
an index.
The letters m, the index are ex- temperance cause."-/-/011. Neal Dow.
promissory notes.
1
actly over the corresponding
type. The v~:~tn
rti~o~~~~~-~[oni;i~!r:~~d ct:~u,J;!
U. S. Government Bonds.
other row of perforation is to secure per- -Miss F,,auces E. TVillard.
Foreign Redemption Bonds
feet alignment
"·hen the type-wheel
is
"THE VorcE is conducted with remarkpressed down these perforations
fit over a able energy and ability."-'.711dge
Nuah sold on monthly pa) ments.
Large
metallic point, "·hich is on the base plate Davis.
premiums for SIY,all investors.
and just below the penorations.
The
··The ablest Prohibition paper."-A.
7.
Reliable
correspondents
wanted
knob at the back of the "·heel is bored '.rutkins, D. D.
everywhere.
.:._iheral inducements.
throm,·h it and is used to turn the wheel in
"THE VorcE is splendidly
ccmducted. ·,
~
-'.rohn B. Finch,
Address for full particulars,
writing.
The "·heel is 7 1- 2 inches in cir"It ought to be taken in e,·ery home."G. W. FOSTER,
Banker,
cumference.
'.7ohn P. St. '.7olt11.
42 Broadway, New York.
The paper bolder will accommodate pa'·T11E VOICE is decisive and incisive."per eleven inches in width and a line can '.7oseph Cor;k.
Honest Goods at Honest Prices.
be written over eight inches long.
By VIE'.YS OF THE OPPOSITION
PRESS.
swinging the lower plate out of th e way,
"The Prohibitionists,
at last, have a pa~
to the right, the machine can be used to per of which they can be proud.
It is as
LIVI\lRMORE
write on the pages of a. book or flat surface live, able. dignified and general! y well-conwould announce to th" citizensof'Brittun's
of any size or kind.
ducted paper, a, e,·er party had for its oriMills and vicinity that they have in stock
a full line of
The 1:1achine is v:ry easily learn_ed; the t~·ref1\~
type bemg alphabetically arranged 1s much ald (Independent
Republican.)
easier to master than other makes.
Speed 1 "THE VorcE is the best edited and most
is acquired much easier than on other type- ~horou/;h j_ourn~l ~; the class ever prin!ed
writersThe speed of an aYerage operat- 'fzer;7J'(I~~~n~,fcie~li{;hi:l~~an~)ormng
and Fancy Goods, Cheapfor
Cash.
or is from fifteen to twenty-five words per
p
~
I
O
Country Produce_ taken in exchange for
minute, though some write much faster. ar;.', t~: ~e~t1ortu'Vi~~~~.~~~.::•~ 0~'.; goods, at market pnces.
One price to all
The quality o, the work is as perfect as Sun (Democratic.)
persons, under the same circumstances.
can be clone on any type-writer.
"THE VorcE is the most dangerous Pro- Please call and ask prices.
3-38
The entire machine, except type and ink hibition paper in this country. "-Ciucinpad, is made of rolled brass, heaYily nickel nati Southwest (liquor paper.)
lated and highly polished, though ver_v
"THE VorcE is the only li,·e Prohibition
P
paper in the country."-Deti-oit
Public
Iio·ht it is so carefully and perfectly made LRader (liquor paper.
tl:t ~here is not the slightest
danger of
TI-IE VOICE
breaking ever occurring.
Solder, glue and and TELEPHO::'<"E
will be sent to any address
other perishable materials
are studiously
one year, post-paid. for $2.00.
Address
A competant man for Oxford County, to canvass
and take orders for HO\VE'S
PATENT
AD.
excluded from its manufacture, rendering
TELEPHONE, Canton, Me.

LOANS.

,.e;r«i'f

4 percent. 1 percent.

:LIFELOANS.:

,,8

H~ JOHB'S

Cr28~

';~~~~{;.;~~~.;~~~!t:;;~•;~,};~j~!~
Dry Goods, Groceries,
Patent Medicines

WANTE

it ,·ery durable.
The Herrington
type-writer
has these
advantages
over all other makes:
It
writes with equal facility on ruled or unruled paper, heavy card board or the thinnest tissue, blanks.
It is the only machine
adapted to \\Titing and addressing
postal
cards and addressing envelopes.
Spacing
between the lines can be done to suit the
fancy. The operator can just see what he
is doing, which enal:>les them to correct a
mistake as soon as made. Mistakes are
corrected easier than with any other machine. It accommodates
wider paper and
writes a longer line. It is the only typewriter which will write in boo!<s oron other flat surfaces of any size. It never gets
out of order, and only weighs one-half
pound alone, or one pound with case.
There is a neat nickel plated ink case
with ink sufficient to last a year furnish_ed
with each machine; red, blue, green, 111dellible black, or copying inks_. Any one
color supplied with each machme.
These machines are for sale by agents
of the company or will be sent to any address, postage paid, on receipt of $5.00, by
Chas. K. Linnell, Manager of the Company's New England Branch Office, 459
Washington St., Boston, Mass.

The M
'
Bee-Journa 1'
J.V.i.alne

Ts the only publication
in Maine devoted
entirely to Bee-Culture.
It is a monthly.
full of interesting and instructive reading.
The subscription price is only 50 cent, a
year in advance.
Sample copies free. Address JOURNAL, Thomaston, Me. 3m36

Millinery
&, FancyGoods
--AT--

JUSTABLE
SLIDING
WINDOW
SCREENS.
Best selling goods ever offered to agents~
Terms
and Outfit free. Address
6tf
ORRIN
P. HOWE & CO., Augusta,
Me.

LOANS

On. Prondi,i;sory

C. B.
A.G.BICKNELL'S,

Blue Store,

Canton.

Brid;_;-haJD, JU. D.

BuckfieldVillage, Me.
Office

Stand for Sale.·
At Gilbertville, Me.,near railroad crossing.
One
acre of land, new house 1 1.2 stories high, with 7
rooms finished below; water at sink. For terms and
particulars apply at Canton House, to
6tf
N. L. MEANDS, Canton, Me.

JOHNP.SWASEr,

Attorney

x

Counsellor

at

Residenee

Where al orders should be left, and his
whereabouts ascertained.
3-9

North
ELIAS

Turner

House,

KEENE, PROP'R,
No. Turner, Maine.

at Law,

r...:anton, Me.
is on file in Philadelphia
at the Newspaper Adver,
---tising Agency of Messrs.
N, W, AYER & SON, our authorized agents.

THISPAPER

Notes.

'\VA~TED-N"otes
of well rated business men
for one month to twelve months.
Amounts, $1,000
to $1 ,ooo,oco. Strictly confidential and safe. Bonds
given, settlements
made. Correspondents
wanted.
G. vV. FOSTER,
Banker,
6m36
40 Broadway, New York.

Ample room and first-class accommodations.
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• God,s sigh~
•
The meanest
a mansettled,
can do
aft~rit
thousand years are m
as one d. ay 'I some
difficulty thing
has been
to is,
bring
then, according to ,that_ calculat10n, the 6,0~0 I up again,and God will not be so mean as that.
years of the worlds existence has been on Y God's memory is mio-htv enough to hold all
to God as from Monday to Sathrdayb
1 . I the events of the ao-e~ lint there is oue thing
But it is often the case that t e re ouna 15 that is sure to Rlip bi,' memory one thing he
·•GOODAND EVIL COME BACK.'' quicker
and the circle is sooner comp~eted. i. sure to forget and that i5 p~doned transPUJJLISHED THURSDAYS, .AT
You resolve that you will do what goo you
'ression How'do I know it! I will prnve
can. In one week you put a war~ of.cDou~sel
"Their sins and their iniquities will I re(Frenched at The Ilnmptons, Long Islnnd.)
CANTON, OXFORD CO., ME.
in the heart of a S!lbba_th-schoolchild: _urmg m"ember no more." Come into that state this
Text: "It is He that sitteth upon the circle that same week you gtve a letter?f mtioJucmornin
my dear brother, my dear sister.
of the earth."- Isaiah xi., ~2.
to athe
young
While yet people thought tbat the world tion
During
sameman
woekstrugglmg
y0l1 make m
an busmess.
exhortaf"Bless~•
.
,,is the one whose trangressions are
0
was ttat, and thousands of years befor~ they tion in a prayer n:i~eting. It is all gone; you
not make the mistake of thinking
B. N, CARVER, Editor and Proprietor.
found out that it was round, Isaiah, rn my
will never hear of it, perhaps, you th mk.
that this doctrine of the circle stops with this
text, intimated the shape of 1t. God sitting few
years
after
a
man
comes
up
to
:i;-~u
an
life·
it
rolls
on through heaven. You might
upon the circle of the earth._ The most be~u- says: "You don't know me, do you? You quote in opposition
to me what St. John says
ticul figure in all geometry 1s the circle. _God
A St. Louis correspondent writes that
"No, I rlon't remember ,?ler to_ ht;e
about the city of heaven. Re says it "lieth
made the uniYerse on the plan of a circle say:
e four square"
That does seem to militate
110 city in the country is growing
more There are in the natural world straight lines, seen you." "Why," he says, . was m
Sabbath-school class over "hi?h you were against this· idea; but you know there is
rapidly, and predicts that in 50 years it angles, parallelogrames, diagonals, quadmany a square house that has a family circle
rangles; but those evirlently are not God·s the teacher. One Sunday you mvited me ti
will have 1,000,000 of inhabitants
at favorites. Almost everywhere where you Christ. J accepted the offer. You see_tha,
facing each other, and in a circle moving,
church with the two towers yoncl~rr'• "YeS,'
and I can prove that this is so in regard to
least. Its manufacturing
interests
are find him geometrizing, you find the circle you
say.
He satr
"That is where I heaven. St. John says: "I heard a voice
1
dominant, a11d if not the circle, 1hen the
developing very fast, and the architeccurve which is a circle that died young. If
th
~ou~r T~at?;her~ei:
1f~:.t
~~dmth! b!i:J:;s a~dn~/~~!r~'~
ture of the town shows a marked
ad- it had' lived long enough it would have ~een day a man comes to you and says: "GooJ
ao-ain he says: "There was a rainbow round
a full orb, a periphery. An ellipse is a circle
"Why,
about the throne." The two former instances
vance within a few years.
It is the pres ed only a little too hard at the side3. morning." Youlookathimandsay:
have the advantage of me; I cannot
a circle· the last either a. circle or a semileading horse and mule m::irket jn the Giant's Causewav in Ireland shows what God you
circle. 'The sea.ts facing each other, the
thinks of mathematics. There are over 35,00C placeyou." He0 says: "Don'tyouremember,
world and one of the largest beer, tile, columns of rocks-octagonal,
hexagonal,
tf~~ti?:;i;;iu~i ~!~~nf1!ti:;~~
!~t:~t{::i°le::~!
aC:~~~pii~:a~!~f
furniture,
white
lead, pig iron and pentagonal. These rocks seem to have been to a prominent merchant!" "Yes, yes, I do." Circumference of patriarch, and prophet, and
made by rule and by compass. Every artist
barbed wire producing points in Ameri- has his molding room where he may make He says: "I am the man. That was my ~rst apostle. Circumference of Scot_chcovenal!-ters and Tbeban legion, and Albigenses. Cirfifty shapes, but he chooses one shape as pre- step toward a fortune; but I have retired
ca. In drugs, dry goods and hardware
ferable to all the others. I will not say that from business now, and a,n giving my time cu~ference of the good of all ages. Periphit docs an immense business. It now has the Giant's Causeway was tbe world's mold- to philanthropies and public interests. Come ery of splendor, unimagined and inde3criba,.
room, but I do say, out of a great m:my up to my country place and see me." Or a ble. A circle I A circle I
a population of about 500,000, which ing
But every circumference must ~ave a cenfigures God seems to have selected tbe circle nian come, to you and says: '•I want to inis steadily increasing,
and the citizens as the best. ·'It is He tbat sitteth ,,u the cir- troduce myself to you. I went into a prayer tre, and what is the centre of this heavenly
cle of the earth." '.l'he stars in a circle, tbe meeting some years ago. I sat back by the circumference! Christ. His all the glory. His
expect to outstrip Chicago yet, altiiough
moon in a circle, the sun in a circle, the uni- door. You arose to make an exhortation.
all the praise. ~is all tl:!e crowns. All
that city has at least 12G, 000 more peo. ~~i:ei~tth~;~~r~{!,~ the throne of God the That talk changed the course of my life, an,!. h~aYen wreathed mto !I-garymd round about
if I ever get to heaven under God I will Him. Take off the 1mpe11al sandal fr:om
pie than it and has sources of rncrease / When men build churches, they ought to owe my salvation to you." In only te:i, • H_isfoot, and behold t~e. scar of t~e spike.
•
in1itate the idea of the great Architect and twenty or thirty years, the circle swept out Lift the coronet of dormmon from His brow,
and revenue thatit docs nat possess.
put th(claudience in a cirde, knowing- tbat the and swept back again to_y?ur ow_u gra~eful an!f see where was ~he lacer~t10n ~f the
tides of emotion roll more easily that way heart. But sometimes it is a w1cler circle briary;. Come closei, all hea, en. Narr?w
In Oreo-on
0
the catchin<>' and canning than in straight lines. Six thousand years and does not return for a great while. I saw the circje around ;11~
great hear\
0 Christ,
,/
,'-'
•
ago God tluug this world out of his right a bill of expenses for burning Latlmer and , the Savrourl O Christ, the man. 0 Christ,
of salmon employ 2,00,., "llite men 10 hand; he did nottbrow it out in a straight
~~\~~irc~~ft:~~a~t~~~:a~~;e[he
si~-~~
Yarious capacities.
It employs 2,500 line,_ but curviliuear,_ wi_th a lea h. of Jove Ridley. The bill of expenses says:
~:t!.~~d 0
of heaven!
Chinese. It employs 15 tugs and steam-, ~~;ifft~-fi/lr~~bhf~f;~l;~~eaf:t~de~~~
boats and makes business for half a It has teen rolling on through regions of
Item two
a post
ls 4d:
4d
"On
the solid
rock, I stand;
Item:
cl;~i~~ '.:'.."::: ."'.:: ."::::: 3s:
All Christ,
other ground
is s'ii~in.e:
sand."
ioze~ more employe<l regularly in the ~1{ttdo~/;-d1r<;fi~~?~~t i~~-ri'i1f:au~t t7~!
Item, two staples ••••••••••••••••
Os. Cd.
________
25
traffic of the river.
It employs besides make complete circuit, and come back to the
Item, four laborers.·············
• Sd.
NEWSY
GLEANINGS
hundreds of bonLmakers, sailmakers and ~~8;.~e
a';;~e!cte~\c~tarte:l- th e halld of Godeiic~~s~:ce~~t~
if ~~~;if~t~en;Jt a~hf~h
'
1
net~weavcrs. _It is the b1'.5is of the pros- w1tei~iitgb;t 0
~~eiu:·nd!/I;~:
;!i~t~ ~p~~ftna~dt~~tf~~~;
THE entire assessment of Dakota Territory
pentyof the city of Astana, and attracts
prodng so ra;:iidly? lt is because men are Latimer and Ridley rolled the circle, wider is ,.130,U0J,600.

Illuo :Skies.
Sad twilight trails her heavy clouds
Into the night. One snllen zone
Of mist, in nearer circling shrouds,
Sweeps out the hills our lovo has known.
Cold blasts go sobbing overhead,
When hark! the west wind's herald cries,
And by his swoet persuasion led,
Behold one far faint sparkle sped
Thro' rifted mists, I keep glad eyes,
Dream happy things. Above are spread
Blue skies!
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;hi~~~ffe!~:i?~t;~s 0 fh~t °fs ~~aoh~!at~- Af
though so much derided by small wits, that
ship of . oah's time beat the ktruria and the
Gl'rmamc, of which we boast so much.
Where is the sh1: on the sea to-day that
1
run of salmon leads the Oregonian to ;~~ ih~n;!;.th ~e1~~uf~-1~~~~[1~n~~~::1m:
sound this note of warning: "The nee- paesengers in safety two of each kind of
living creJ.tures,
of species.
Poessity of taking steps to keep up the mology
will go tho~sands
on with its
achi!lvements
salmon supply is now more than ever until after many centuries
the world
apparent.
It is a necessity that cries tt,~lpa~:tlTsaK1~1'.11s
Th:i::i.~-tJr;!~de!?ni;- 1
much of our foreign commerce.
:ndirectly, its benefits reach every busmess
and nearlv every person in the state of
•
•
•
,
Oregon. The decrease lll this seasons

aloud.
We cannot go on much longer
reaping where we do not sow. In a few
more years, if nothing is done, the annu·
al salmon runs will cease and an industry
which brings into the state each year
nearly $3,000,000 of foreign money wiU
die out "
They still keep up ancient traditions in
the untrammelled "\Vest. At Murray, Idaho, on the opening of the term of the district court, the case of Mrs. Peck, charged

~f~i:k

5

~idat~1! w~i~\~\va~!~!,b~~in~
If~~~sas
outlasted the brick and the stone. I say,

The court, however, took the _Prccaution
to declare a reces3 of five mmutes and

t~i~fi~~
of pottery known so long ago as the days of
1
it'.l!!i~~
c~~ciffigr,i,t:
curv<i is in the rigbt direction. The curve
will keep on until it be~omes a circle.

0

~~1:~eht':in~:f~o?!t? 1rie~i~kilta~tl1oa:~
enough, we may have a city as large as they
~fd~~n1in~i~~uB~~y~~~~ fi;he ti;,1~e~~::i~1
England, and you find them making cups
~~~e/ea:h~t~~~frJ~e
tt~h;~.f;rl~ni~

p~3::i;e?f

fi~fficl!,
:~\,J?1~~~~! ::Jki\~

fu~Tnifi ~t~
~~~pf!~

~~~~atng~~~

McAauley c;lled him a liar, Colonel
Singleton sprang to his feet and drawing
a revolver covered McAauley with the
weapon.
The sheriff arrested both men
and disarmed them.
Judge Buck, addressing the prisoners, said: ''The court
fines you $500, 1\fcAnley, and you will
be confined until the fine is paid." Colonel Singleton was also finecl $200 for
coming into court armed, and Mrs. Peck
$200 for attempted bribery.

m:~er1f~1ni~~:re tit~~· i:t~~i:
ernment and spiritual arrangement.
That is
the meaning of Ezekiel's wheeL All com-

::~~~~-:~~ivf
de;~tntu\h~t
,;~:er!eii
no use uoles; it turn~, and if it turns it tu1·ns
around, and if it turns arnund it moves in a
circle. What then! Are we parts of a great
iron machine whirled around whether we
will or not, the victims of inexorable fate?
No! So far from that, I shall show you that
we our2elves start the circle of good or had
actions, and that it will surely come around
again to us unless, bv divine intervention, it be hindered. Those bad or good
actions may make the circuit of many
years;
but come back to us they
The system of feeing waiters is becom- will, as certainly as that God sits on the circle of the earth.
Jezebel, the worst woman
ing as general and, we may say perni- of
the Bible, slew Naboth because she wanted
cious, in this country as it is in Eu- his vineyard. While the dogs were eating
the body of Naboth, Elisha, the prophet, put
rope.
One of the proprietors
of the down his compass, and marked a circle from
those dogs clear around to the dogs that
Iloiiman House in New York, talking
should eat the body of Jezebel, the murderess.
upon this subject the other day, said: "Impossible !" the people said, ''that will
"The young man that can't average $7 never happen." \Vho is that tlung out of
the palace window 1 Je1.ebel. A few hours
or $8 a day in tips is not considered
after they come around, hoping to bury her.
good.
Mind you, we are opposed to They find only the palms of her bands and
the skull. The dogs that devoured Jezebel
tips here, but it is impossible
to stop and the dogs that devoured Naboth ! Oh,
it. It is a foolish habit.
I have fine- what a swift, what an awful circuit !
looking young me~ every <lay who offer sw~~;ftl;i~~~~:t~r~~~\\~~tu::
~~~;
to work for nothmg, and many offer I centuries.
The worlrl started with a that~ pay for the privilege.
The other P%~fle;ta~~v~~~~~~;;o\ht;eis~ir:
P~o~~=
night a party from Texas sat here for aot ,tired of a theo~racy._ They. sa.id:. "We
several hours. At the next table sat a ai~i~;~rih~ 0io~1citi;~~;f:_ri~~;~~h;~~
well-known theatrical manager
who is The world had a monarchy. From a mannoted for his liberality.
Every time he archy it is going to ha,;-e a limited man1
ordered a drink he gave the waiter a
1A~,~t!ru;,w:~~
\11!t~t1~~~ag~
q uarter.
Tho Texans noticed this and, of government will be everywfere dominant
and recogni,ed.
Then the world will get
not proposing to be outdone, gave their tired of the republican form of government,

~il~b~

boy fifty cents and $1. He must have
made during the night at least $30 or
$40. It's got now, I am sorry to say,
so that no one thinks· of sittin"'0 down
t·]
d • I· "ti t • •
h b
to a re a nn' WI iou givrng t e oy
ten cen.ts. There are fifteen boys here
and in the busy season you can imagin~
what these tips amount to. Why, there

int!f ~!;!~;~ec~r°lhe
go:>dis just as true
of the bad. You utter a slander a;;:iinst vnu,.
:'leig]1bor. It ha~ gom forth from 3:our teeth.
It will never come back, you thmk. You
have done the man all the mischief you can.
You rejoice to see him wince. You sav:
"Didn't I give it to him?" Tbat . war~ bas
gone out, that slanderous word,ol!-its J?OlSO!)-·
ous and blasted way. You thmk it will
never
do 1011 any harm; but I am wakhing
1
1
~ui,::/ aJoS::/a1:ag\~n~~g.ai~i;
your heart. You had better dodge it! You
cannot dodge it. It rolls into your bosom,
and after it rolls in a word of an old book,
which says: "With what measure ye mete,
it small be measured to you again."
You maltreat an aged parent. You be·
grudge him the room in your house. You
are impatient of his whimsicalities and garili~it~m!t :,~~e\~c~_m1
f~~ ~~
0~
cannot masticate. You wish he were away.
You wonder if he is going to live fore,;-er.
He will be gone very soon. His step 3 are
shorter and shorter. He i going to stop.
But God has an account to settle with you
on that subject. After a while your eye will
be dim and your gait will halt, and the sound
of the grinding will be lo~, and Y?U will tell
the same story twice, and your children will
wonder if you are going to live forever, and
wonder if you will neve1· be taken away.
They called you "Father·• once; now th oy
call you "the old man." If you live a few
years lonf!er they will call you " th e old
chap." Wllat are those rough wo rd s wi th
:i-~ic3iroi;h~hi~~r1h:r;~;o;~~c1?~~~
~~:~
in the ear of your old father forty years
ago. What is that which you are trying t:>
chew, but find it unmasticable, and your
j1 w
h
y
s ender the attempt!
Per~a:~ i~ n~!y i: theu~~istle whi:h you gave
to your father for his breakfast forty years
ago. A gentleman passing along the Ptreet
saw a son dragging his father into the street
by the hair of his head. The gentleman,outragod at this brutal conduct, was about to
punish the offender, when the old man arose
and said: ''Don't hurt him; it's all right;
~~ia{~:~b~gih!h~ai~~~~h~gh~t~ggi8/
i~u!
circle. My father lived into the eighties.and
he had a very wide experience, and he £aid
that maltreatment of parents was always

wt~!~t ~0

fna.'if~~~b~~~t~fi~ea~~rfJteha~~e d~~~h~lf:
best, in the far future the art of gardening
:~~ clf~hell~!f:~eor~cl~~ed:i:;fg~h~l:i:
proving, they may in some centunes be able
~i!:;;,n~vh~~:l
~~h~i~t l~i~~<f.
We are six centuries behind those art· sts,
but the world must keep on toiling until it
shall make the complete circuit and come up
1
~~;~/;i~~~~\;~i:~::rrnm~~so!;./\~e"~h~lt
have aft~rawhi!e, perhaps after tbe advance
iJ;e~!mlh!'
~~~1jt~}ea~a~xtu!1eaJ E~1tsJ
city, built in the time of the Romans, J ,tO0

with attempting
to bribe a jury, was
called.
Judge Buck, addressing
the
father of the defendant,
spoke as follows: ''It has come to my cars that you
have come into the court room armed
to-day.
Ilave you any arms with you?"
The gentleman denied that he was armed.

disarm sue~ as were s~ppliecl with ~uns.
The following day, while Colonel Smgleton was testifvino- in 1hc same case Jack

and
starting circumscribing,
other circles, overarc
convoluhting, wider,
overrunning,
•

\t~

I

are no JO~ng men in the town, save the ~~~l~d!eet~~i
&~~;~~~~:its t~~r~~0~i
sons of rich pare:its, who dress better or brea~ down. History tells us that in the
live ~igher ~ha~ ~urs ~o. One of them,
0'<i~fa1~f~hedfa~~:ei!~-e~t t~~~;•fiim
who ~s marned, lives m a fiat that he quarry and put it into the pyramids. Well,
certarnly pnys $1200 a year for."
now, if men, short lived, can afford to work
so slowly as that, cannot God,iu the building
.
I of the eternities,afford to wait/ What though
God should take 10,000years to draw a cirLet fricudsr.ip gently creep ton height;
de! Shall we take om: littl~ watch, ~hich
"f •
1
• •
•
/ we have to wm'.l up overy mght lest it run
1 1t rus 1 to it, it may soon run itself out down, and hold it up beside the clock of
of breath.
1 eternal ages? If, according to the Bible, a
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Weighs
dealer's.

that

The telephone
holler day.

lady's
are

court

dress.

dark-The

coal

operator has a perpetual

A sentimental exerciseswimming in tears.

Women's

Window shut.ters are put up as ornaments,
They are only blinds.
The best way to keep a young lady's
affecti:ms is not to return them.
So far as we know, Jonah was made
the first secretary of the interior.
There is a man of such violent temper
that he delights in beating carpets and
caning chairs.
''You are trying to make game ot
me," said the buzzard to the sportsman

The M:mnf,tetnre of Hairpins.

~1!

ofu~h~t!e
sl~~~~di~~c\lii~u';hi t%~\c''N;~
f>oodand the evil we start come back to us.
bi
;:tst att~hiihd'fl::~tc1!!j:~'.
thl' good and the bad we have done coming
~i!itru~sb:~e~
e~v~~!c~~:·v:rt~i~h~di;
curse of condemnation!
m~~~Ja;;,~tt~~~~~!~t!~~n
comes to full orb-his influence ro!Jing ont

Jo'l;
}:i; 0

~~in~~e~~:
~fii~~u;h t}~h~~~

t~it~i~
~r1~ft
through Asia, through Europe, through
America, through the first century, thron:sh
five centuries, through twenty centuries,

and French con-

trolled the manufact.ure of hairpins, and
it is only within the last twenty years
that the goods have been produced in
this country to any extent.
The machinery used is of a delicate
and intricate (
character, as the prices at which pins
are sold necessitates the most rapid and
cheapest process, which can only be se•

PROMINENT
PEOPLE.
HENRY WARD BEECHER is to lecture in
this country next winter on Ireland.
CYRUSFILLMORE,the brother of President

M~~;::~;:~:e,;;e5!il~~i:~:g
!:i!:!iS::~se
?ured by automatic machines.
The wire
of Lords, Tennyson, of course, heading the 1s made expressly for the purpose, and
list.
. .
put up in large coils, which are placed
M. CHEVREUL,the French scientist, has
passed the ce1;1tenaryline and ha, been duly on ree1s, and the end of tho wire is
honored by his countrymen.
placed in a clamp, which carries it to
ANEwYoRICpapersaysthatMrs._Lan~th
h"
h"l -t···<rht
. o-·t·f·ID
try's marriage in New York next wmter is
C mac me W 1 es 1,11
emn l , 10
0
0
now decidedly among pos,ibilitie,.
there it runs in another machine,
which

I

!~~~~~~h~~u~~~~~;e::,i~~J~~t~~~~~•tt~r~~l;,~

of influence having made full circuit
h"
t ull Oh h
I
ldfk
hi~f°Nosine.can t~f1 :~ w:a:~\weie;
circle of his influence, !save the One

For years the English

!~!s~,h:~~ 1~~°rJ::pf;~dn~o i;~~~iy t~hat?;;
reqmred the combined efforts of eleven men
to !JX}_i_ng_~i,h
it.
--------

strikes
t
of
who is

~h=
◊;~~~! w!~:!ri:t!~R:Itl~b~n!1~~{1~~~~

.

. •

;:};:I;

~e~~~~i;!~e~ti;~e ci~n\~~a!~~t~f
cuts, bends, and, by a delicate and inwhen his influence comes t:, full orb. When off the neuralgia. And he says it has been
stantaneous process, sharpens the points.
the fatal bemorrhaze seized him at eighty- good th ing.
Running at full speed
these machines
three years of age his influence did not cease.
MR. KURAHARA,a native of Kinsbin, Ja.
.
'.
.
The most brilliant man of his century, he had pan, is fittmg himself for missionary wo 1kin will turn out 1..,0
ha1rprns every mrnute.
9
ri:iit;\~ita:tfiA~=~~r
.:i~::t!~!h~o~~t
Sch;<il~ntry at the Bangor (Me.) Theo]ogi- To economize it is necessary to keep
Frnnc~, widening out through Ge1;ma'?y,
Mns. CLEVELANDis said to write on an them working night and day.
'l'hc <Lili·
widenmg thr'?ugh _all •Europe, widenm,_
average
about twenty letters a day most of cult part of the work is the enamelling,
thro_ugh Amenca, w1dem1;1gthrouih th .e lOl them in reply to communications 'tram enyeai s that
have
gonl'
by
smce
be
died,
widentire
strano-ers
which
is
done
by
<lipping
in
a
prepnratioa
0
1
~~,il~ 1~~ft~! :~~u~er~1
o~~};
"TIIER; go;s one white man who never and baking in an oven.
Here is where
bad life in fierv surge of omnipotent wrath lie~ to an_Indian.". This is the compliment
the most constant and care~ul attention
will beat
against
his be
destroyed
and the
at , untutor.d
paid to Bishop
Whipple the other day by an is required, as the p1·n =
~ust be perfectly
that
moment
it will
enough spirit,
to make
savage.

a

I~j

i!t~~~~

i

bl~ck hair of eternal darkne3s turn white I

s~~~:

'.£'.HEKing of Portugal, now enioying a

smooth and the

enamel

have

e. 11crfect

lii€I:'

1

;;i\;~~.~1:;w~~nc!'~~~!e~afh:~~~i:,
~i1~dt~ i~~rsn~~t~
3~~y;i~~eb:?o~-;
polish.
'fhe slightest particles of du5t
tbe One who is seated on the circle of the ! for the last twenty years.
: cause imperfections and roughness, which
ear.th-the Lor~ Almighty. . th .
.
SARAI!WINNEMUCCA,
the Indian princes~, . b.
.
d
,, ~V~ll, now, say people m . is au
Indian dialects, 18 0 Jeetionable.
d ience, can speak five tongues, three
th1~, m
She is now a school
-----0 some respects, is a veiy gla ~heory, English and Spanish.
~t~~e !hef~ea g~~rl !!dh~::
;i::i~d
t.eacher and urges her people to educate their
His Uusy Day.
to us, but the thought that all the sins we children.
.
.
.
First Stranger--!
like to run don'll
have
ever
committed
will
come
back
to
us
THE
deaths
in
rap1cl
success10n
of
so_many
here
on
Sunda,,
after a hard Saturday's
fills us with affright." My brother, I have to, old. pubhc lea!fers has turned attent!ou toJ
tell50you God can break that circle, and will , wa1d the survivors, among whom 1~Pierce's work.
do at
call. to Iprove
can bring
twenty
rostma~t€r-General,
James_
Second Stranger-I
JJrefcr to run dowa
sages
of your
scripture
that when
God,pasfor /1 lS
still II vmg Ill Pennsyl
vama.Campbell, who

~;~

b~~~

I
I

Christ's sake, forgives a man, the sins of his
DAN MAGONE,who has become the New
past life never corne back. The wheel may Yark ColMrtor, is the third one to assume
roll_~n and r~l! on, but you can take youi- I that office from St. LawrenC'c County, tbe
po~1t10n beh1Dd the cr_oss_and the wheel o~hers being Preston King and Genera! Merstrikes the cross and it is shattered for- ' ritt. King put shot into his pockets and
ever. The sins fly o~from tl?e circle into the jumped into the river from a New York
perpendicular, _fallmg at ~ight angles. into ferry-boat, thre, months after his appointcomplete oblivion, .For given! Fo.rgivenl J me~t:

,

'
1
rtye~

A MEXICANvillage is to be exhibited in who fired at it.
Horticultural Hall, Bost on, in October.
Prisoner (to warder who is giving him
Trrrs year's wheat crop in Great Britain is
e,timated at G0,000,0JObushels, from 2,286,- his rations)- "Wot! eat that? Not me!
000 acres.
I'll leave the jail first."
THE farmers of Manitowoc County, Wis.,
cut down trees that their cattle may feed on
A collector of curiosities
wants to get
the green tops.
I ·
t·1 terl th t th
l b "d
,he original brush with which the signs
acr~s~s f~e mHudsou ]live: f[ 0j:~~~hk::pt:
of the times were painted.
will cost $10,000,000.
"Did the audience strike you favorTwo merchants have been fined 8100 at
New Haven, Conn., for fraudulently selling ably?"
Orator-"Not
,ery; I had my
imitations of butter.
THE coming California vintage is estimated best suit on, and the rotten eggs don't
at 10,000,000gallons, which will leave 10,000,- wash off easily."
0U0gallons for exporti.~ion.
The first herring caught each year oft
Sr. PAUL has decided to have another ice
carnival next winter.
It will begin on Jan- the coast of Holland
belongs to the
nary 17 aud run three weeks.
King, as the first English
sturgeon
beSOUTH BEND, Indiana, is supplied with longs to Queen Victoria.
water from sixteen artesian wells, with a
capacity of lG,000,U00gallons daily.
If a man has his hair cropped close he
Trrn Swodish and D.1nish newspapers have
is said to give himself the air ot a prizebeen discussing schemes for tbe construction
of a tunnei between Denmark and Sweden fighter.
Ir he wears his hair long he is
under the Sound.
This is the long and
CHURCHmiee carried matches into the at- said to be a crank.
tic of the Church of tbe Sacred Heart at short of it,
Bathurst, N. B. They were ignited and the
building destroyeJ.
Baseball Captain:
You say that yo11
A CANXONh'.ISjust been turned off at Sir
'framp:
Yis, sorr. B. B.
William Armstrong's factory in Englaud can catch?
whi<.:his forty-four feet long, sixteen and a Capt.:
You don't look like it. What
half inches in diameter and it3 actual weight kind of a catcher are you? Tramp:
247,7U5pounds.
Ratcatcher, yer honuer.
THE ancient city of Damascus is in a prosperous condition.
Its trade with foreign
"It looks like the scwe of a great batconntries is rapidly increasing. The narrow
tle," remarked
a traveller,
viewing- the
thoroughfares and bazars are disappearing
and giving place to wider streets.
wcrk of a recent cyclone in the West,
CHIEF Jom, S:UOICEJOHNSONdied at his
residence on the reserve at Brantford, Ont., ''You're right," said the native solemnly,
recently. Deceased was 94 years of age, be- "the place was tuck by storm."
ing the oldest Indian of the Mohawk Tribe.
He fought in the American war of 1812.
1\ferritt- "I see you have a new ser•
REPORTS from the "\Vest and South continue to indicate increased activity in nearly vant girl." Little Johnny (confitl entially)
and I tell you she's a corke_r."
all branches of trade. In some localities -"Yes,
great embarrassment is experienced by ship- Bridget
(speaking up)-"Indade
01'm
pars of goods through a scarcity of freight not, sorr.
Oi cum from Limerick."
cars.

l)Unished in this world. Other sins may be pe~~Wa;'7"~6;c~~:~nt_
dro':i~h o'lt~!h!.~:e1~e o~f:
~~ir~i~~;~nl~t
~~~!she~n~
.:aal1~~at- loaderl wagon being locked, the friction of

N~x~

:~i~~~i~t~~r.e 81na;r~~~~;~h!~tin~~
ing out that man is not capable of righteously
~i,:_e~;,i~~cfs!';;,w!!}_~~YG~~t
c~1g'!\~~k !~~
conduct the affairs of the world." Every
step--monarchv, limited monarchy, Republicanism, anarchy, only different steps between the first theocracy and the last the:~~1?C:no~tTf1inG~~~ft;_hegreat circle of the
But do not become impatient because you

PIKE'S
PEAK,
has been climbed
1,25()
persons
this Col.,
season.

HUMOROUS.
A special train-A

::-V:t

:rv-~·

tit~~~~~•

Life eager heart of mine is storm;
Thou canst not part the lowering years.
Closer and deeper phantoms form,
Thy near horizon veils in tears.
The world drifts from thy yearning sight,
But hark! what free wind hither flies.
Singing of strange unseen delight!
A star shines in the death-wrack's flight.
Dream thou of morn and Paradise;
Over thy grave shall watch to-night
Blue skies!
-Ellen H. Bittler.

here on Monday.
Ou Sunday
much couplinir to do.

I have so

~

First Stranger (stiflly)-Ah
! you arc
h ?
brakeman t en
Second Stranger (mildly)- No.
clergyman.-Philadelpliia
Call.

~

•

CHINESE
ROY
ALTY.
loSkies.

How the Sons

of the
Are Educated.

her heavy clouds
)ne sullen zone
~ircling shrouds,
.lls our love has known.
ing overhead,
vest wind's herald cries,
?rsuasiou led,
sparkle sped
, I keep glad eyes,
s. Above are spread
,e skies!

Admonishing the Imperial Pupil by Punishing Eight Substitute3.
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Emperor

"

The Hong Kong (China) Press says:
The sons of the Manchu Emperors
(hwangtsz) undergo from their tenderest
youth a system of the strictest education.
Rising at about 3 o'clock in the morning,
they first take their lesson in Chinese
literature, under the superintendence of
the only tutor who has the title of shihfu,
or "master."
The tutor rises from his
chair as soon as the imperial pupils enter,
and receives from the latter a courtesy
(ta-chi'en), which is then returned in the
same form. The tutor takes the seat of
honor, and when the lesson is learned the
pupil brings up his book,:deposits it before his tencher, and returns to his seat
to repeat the task by heart. If the lesson
is not learned the tutor requests a eunuch
in attendnnce to bring tho ferule,
(ch'mg pnu)
and
makes
a show
of administering correction.
But each
imperial pupil i; accompimied by eight
1 How-students (pwan-tub) known in the
M nchu language as ha-ha-chu, who
stu y the same books aq theit· young
Dl~ er.
When it becomes necessary to
dmonish the latter more seriously, the
ha-ha-chu are beaten with the ferule vicariously; but whe11 the imperial pupil
acquits himself well, they are, on the
other band, commendecl or rewarded. A
recalcitrant
nnd obstinate prince is, as
the last resort, actually himself flogged,
though probnbly only nominally, by the
teacher; or taken before the Emperor,
who directs a eunuch to pinch his cheeks
(cisjh-pn-jon). The late Emperor, T'ungchih, was frequently tweaked in this way
by order o-f the Empresses. The Chinese·
lesson occupies two hours; after this
come the Manchu and Mongol lessons in
composition, given by the teachers who
enjoy the less honorable title of sefu, and
who are obliged to meet their pupil at
the door and make the first obeisance.
Then come lessons in various spoken
languages-Manchu,
:Mongol, T'angutand in local Chinese dinlects.
After
these come courses
of
instruction
in foot and
horse
archery,
(mapu-chien); athletics, fencing, putting
the stone, etc., (kung-t:.m-shih) under
the guidance of a class of instructors
called au-ta. The whole of the young
Princes' day is taken up with mental or
physical exercises, and they retire to rest
at a very early hour. At suitable intervals their meals arc weighrd out for
them, and on no account are they allowed to indulge in the pleasures of the
table. At the age of 15 they must
marry. Once a year-on
New Year's
Day-the Emperor and Empress preside
at a grancl banqu~t, the Empress sitting
on the Emperor's left hand. This is the
only occasion during the year on which
the Emperor can see his wives together
and compare their respective merits.
The Empress presents articles of food
(k'e-sbih) to the eunuchs, who receive it
from her Majesty on their knees, and the
Emperor performs the snme politeness to
the women.

An Asia Minor Curiosity.
The recent destruction of the beautiful white and pink terraces of Tarawera,
New Zealand, has drawn from a traveller in Asia Minor an account of an
ancient white tcrrac3 which he saw near
the ruins of Hierapolis, in Asia Minor.
Hierapolis, called by the Turks Pambouk
Kalessi, or hot springs, is situated on a
low branch of the Misougis mountains
overlooking the Lycus Plain and the
ruins of Laodiceia, immediately opposite
to Colossre, which was built on the slope
of the Khonos mountains, and to Denizli
(Diospolis) on Mount Cadmus. First
seen from the opposite mountains, rnme
20 miles off, it looked like a breastplate
of silver on a great mountain giant. A
nearer investigntion showed that it was
formed by hot springs of sulphur and
lime, which descended from a great elevation in dazzling white cataracts, and
formed in their passage downward by
their
pertifying
power
icelike
cliffs
and
seemingly
frozen
wntcrfalls, running into natural basins of
beautiful and varied geometrical shapes,
all stalactite covered petrifactions of fantastic forms.
On the high plateau
whence the springs descend are the ruins
of a temple once appropriately dedicated
to Pluto. The holy hot bath which
stood in the temple court-yard, surrounded by a colonnade, is still in fine preservation and beneath it3 deep, clear blue
waters can still be seen many a fluted
column and finely carved cornice. Gas
is continually bubbling up from the bottom of the batb. 'l'he chief source of the
sulphur springs (the nncicnt plutonium)
is a cave from which a vapor issues fatal
to animal life. This was considered a
short cut to Pluto's infernal realms. Not
far off is a ruined fountain and cistern,
near to a cave of sweet water which supplied the whole town with that necessary of life. The writer adds, as interesting to the Christian archreologist, that
on a ruined lintel near Pluto's temple he
saw these words sculptured:
"Js. Cs.
nika-Jesus
Christ Conquers.''-London
Telegraph.

--------

FOR THE }'ARM AND HOME.
Scraplnir

Fruit

Tree••

When hoeing in the garden among
fruit trees, says the New England Farm'!'l',
we s0metimes scrape off some of the
loose, rough, mossy bark, but we do it
more for a change of posture or rest for
the body, or to make the trunks look a
little T:>etter,than with any expectation
of helping the gr,Pwth of the tree. We
lately came into possession of a neglected
orchard, and these remarks apply to this
only. In our life-long experience in the
care of orchard tre?s, we have found no
occasion for spending any time scraping
or washing the trunks of trees, or of
slitting the bark to give the tree room to
grow. The Ru1·al New Yorker, alluding
to this rnbject, says: "Pray don't waste
your time and strength in this way. If
you give your trees good food to eat and
plenty of it, and cut out while young all
branches that interfere with each other,
you have done all you can do to promote
their welfare. Leave the rest to Nature."
The horticultural editor of the Country
Gentleman also condemns the practire of
scraping, believing it renders the trees
more susceptible to injury from cold in
winter.
:Bu1nble

Dee& and

Clover

Seed,

Maurice Thompson, state geologist of
Indiana, and chief of the department of
natural history in that state, well known
as a literary and scientific writer, relates
in a recent report the following interesting
incident: ''I made a good old farmer call
me a 'crank' the other day when I told
him the reason his clover fields have
failed to bear as much seed as they formerly did. 'You don't allow the bumble
bees to be killed on your farm, do you1'
I asked.
'Yes, sir, I do,' he cried. 'I
make my boys burn up every plagued
nest of them.'
'So I supposed,' I replied. Aud that is why yc,ur clover seed
fails you. Bumble bees make clover
seed. 'You·re a crank! You're a crank!•
he exclaimed, and looked at me as if he
thought I was a fit subject for a lunatic
asylum. And yet it is a fact that a
strong nest of bumble bees, in a big clover
field, is worth $20 to tho owner; for
these insects are ihc chief agents in fertilizing the blossoms, thereby insuring a
a heavy crop of seed. In Australia there
are no bumble bees of our kind, and they
could not raise clover seed there until
they imported some bumble bees."

A :Senator's Nutmeg.
Senator Gorman tells the following
story on himself: For many years he, bas
been a sufferer from regulnr attacks of
neuralgia.
On some occasions he bas
been confined to his home a. day or two,
so intense was the pain. An oid lady
friend once called upon him while he
was suffering from one of his attacks.
Poultry
Notes.
She displayed so much sympathy thnt
The amount of satisfaction in a hobby
she almost forgot to name the request is directly proportioned to the amount
she had to make-but she did not. Upon of thought devotei to it.
learning that the Senntor was troubled
Fowls should be well sheltered and fed
with neuralgia she volunteered to give when
moulting
0r &bedding their
him an infallible remedy, provided he feathers; and the male birds should be
would promise not to laugh at her or separated from ihe hens, especially when
accuse her of being a believer in con- their is quite a number of young crowers
juration, spells, etc. The Senator, in a around, as there generally is about this
good-natured way, informed her that he time of the year.
was under trcntment from an eminent
One-half the care and labor required
physician, who sometimes afforded him to earn fifty dollars tilling some crop will
temporary relief. The old lady finally produce that amount for the farmer if
prevailed upon the Senator to give her bestowed upon his flock of fowls. If
remedy a fair trial, whereupon she sug- you propo=e to him to persistently
neggested that he should get au ordinary lect his best cow from one end of the
nutmeg, such as is used in cooking, drill year to the other, he will set you down
a hole through it, attach it to a piece of as a candidate for a lunatic asylum; yet
string or ribbon, and wear it around his a common size flock of fowls, such as
neck continually.
The Senator, while are kept at most farmsteads, will yield
suffering one day, determined to give as much value yearly,if properly treated,
To Stop a Large Hole with Putty.
the nutmeg remedy a trial. He followed as a first rate cow.
When you come across a hole while the old lady's directions, and in a few
Under a forcing system of treatment
doing au old job, and one which will not hours felt grcntly relieved.
He has worn the best hens in the world will quickly
pay you to spend the time of properly the nutmeg . ever since, and is seldom
play out. You may get a large number
replacing it with a new panel or piece, troubled with neuralgia.
He has con- of egg, within a given time, but the
we have often succeeded in effectually sulted several physicians on the subject,
later layings will not give you average
hiding the defect Ly tnking small tacks and they state that the nutmeg possesses
good chickens when you come to hatch
and driving them into the hole in all certain virtues which may have effect on
such product.
This result we have
directions, the more crooks the better neuralgic pains.-Baltimo-rc S-un.
proved, beyond peradventure,
in our
for the purpose wanted, and then taking
past experience. Therefore, never force
putty, mixed soft and pliable, forcing
A Remarlmllle Recovery.
to any considerable extend your stock to
Dr. Robert St. George Dryanforth o!
the same thoroughly all through and
lay an excessive or unnatural numuer of
among the tacks; then letting the first Wa.shington relates a curious experience
eggs, as it is exhausting, and will impair
of his own during the civil war, and
dose dry hard, after which we reputtied
foe vigor of the progeny.
until we could level it clown even with later while acting as a correspondent in
Good sash pulleys and weights are as
the Franco-German war. While serving
the panel surface.
useful and valuable in the new hen
After the putty is dry and sanded or in the first great struggle the doctor was house you intend to erect as these
rubbed, if the other portion is in good shot through the lungs and was invalided.
things are necessary in your well-ordered
condition as regards vnrnish, before you He subsequently went to Europe for his
dwelling house. If you place movable
put the color on the putty, run a light health and remained there some years.
sashes in your hennery at all,you will do
coat of varnis-h and japan over it. After When the German war broke out he
well to remember the above hint, &nd
that dries, put your color on, and you became correspondent for the New York
thus save yonrself a deal of fussing and
will find that there will be no sinking
Tribune, and m one of the battles he
hard words because "the window will
down of the color or color and var- was shot through the base of the skull.
neither open or shut," when you wish
nish, into the putty, but it will stand He caught a heavy cold while· lying
out equally with the rest. - Carriage wounded on the battle-field, and his it either one way or the other. In
winter time, such sashes at either end of
Monthly.
wound in the lun1>·s troubled him so
much that his life ;as despaired of and the hen house are handy to help your
Had Swallowed tho Buttons.
ventilation.
In summer they can be
he was a victim of rapid consumption.
The following is related of an East
One day during a violent fit of coughing taken out to advantage and the space
Bridgeport man: He went home a few
covered
with
wire screening.-Amcrican
the doctor brought up a piece of his
nights ago, and, not feeling well, took
overcoat, which had been shot into his Poultry Ya1·d.
what he supposed to be four pills and
lungs ten years before. 'l'he ejection of
:i....
arm and Garden No~es.
then slept the sleep of the just. When
this cause of irritation so relieved him
If you receive trees or plau·ts shipped
his wife r.woke in the morning she b<>gan
that he nt once became better, and finally from a distance, it is well to place the
.a search for four shoe buttons which she
completely recovered. He returned to roots in wator from twelve to twenty
intended to sew on baby's shoes before
Washington and has since held the office four hours before planting out.
the little one n.wokc. Sho could not
of Judge of the Court of Appeals. He
Much is said at present about using
find them, and the husband joined in the was also a member of the Board of Exf;earcb. Finally he remcrnbcrecl where aminers and Assistant Commissioner of the roller on land which is being fitted
for wheat. The roller is good to pulverhe had found the pills anr1 said:
"Good Patents.
Dryanforth is now a prominent ize and firm the soil. But harrow after
heaven I I swallowed them buttons."patent
lawyer.
Bridgeport Post,
, rollin~

SCIENTIFIC SCRAPS,

Tobacco refuse is a rich and quick
acting fertilizer.
It is also repulsive to
insects.
Horses will go eight and probably ten
hours without food if properly fed at
evening and morning.
They should
have water more frequently, but never
when hot.
A solution of boracic acid is excellent
for fowls affected with sore head or eyes,
It should be applied warm, using a soft
sponge and marking the head, eyes and
nostrils well with it.

Instantaneous
photographs
of the
hearts and intestines of various animals
have enabled Dr. W. G. Thompson to determine the action of the organs more
clearly and accurately than is possible by
other methods.
Such photographs may
prove of great value in showing changes
effected by drugs, as well as in thei.J
~hysiological teachings.
The glaciers of the Alps have been
found by Fore! to change in size quite
regularly-a period of growth of fifteen
It is the same with an animal as with to thirty years being followed by a correa steam boiler-the more complete the sponding period of diminution.
The incombustion of the food or fuel it gets the crease seem 3 to coincide with periods of
more satisfactory will be the re,ult, be- cold and wet years, and the decrease with
cause there is less waste.
periods of warm and dry seasons. Since
Do not overfeed the young pigs. Let 1875 the glaciers have been growing.
them make all the growth possible, but
A curious export of New Zealand is &.
do not attempt to make them fat.
Fat peculiar fungus which grows on the trees
in summer should be avoided.
A good in some sections, and which is sold only
moderate condition is best.
in China, where the demand is rapidly
It is well understood by farmers that increaqing. Its uses do not seem to be
there is a joint worm that attacks barley well understood, but English officials
and often makes a light weight.
It is have reported that it is employed as a
similar, to, but distinct from a j0int blood-purifying medicine, as food in
worm that attacks wheat. It is believed, soups, and as a dye.
however, that the barley joint worm
A common cause of blindness is opac,
also, under some circumstances, attacks ity of the cornea, to overcome which
the winter grain, and hence is suggested various means have been tried. The
a caution against preceding wheat, with new plan of circular cauterization of the
barley, which is quite common with the cornea with an electrically heated wire
winter wheat growmg localities.
is reported to be proving very successSuccess in fl.oriculture depends vastly ful in France, where, in one case, 18
more on the care bestowed on the plants months of this treatment restored vision
than on a large amount of money e.x:- to eyes which had been sightless for 14
pended. Yet, for all this, many people -years.
will yearly spend a great deal of money
Attention has been called to the singuon high-priced and rare plants, afterward Jar fact th~t European residents o~ the
giving them no attention.
A bed of ports of China and Japan are peculiarly
geraniums, petunias, lantanas and other Iliable ~o death
fr~m anemism-the
easily grown plants, if well cared for, bro~c1e?mg and burstrng of an artery:will be more satisfactory than rare plants which is probably not so prevalent 1n
which require the care and attention of I any other communities in the world.
an expert gardener.
During a period of seven years this
1
disease is said to have ranked fomth
among the causes of death in YokoHousehold
Hints.
Boil coffee in a salt sack; this is better 'lama.
than eggs for settling the coffee.
An inventor at Shanghai, China, ha&
The stovepipe can be cleaned by put- contrived an electric sword, which,
ting a piece of zinc on the coals of a hot when the point touches the party at
fire. The vapor produced carries off the tacked, sends a powerful shock through
soot by chemical decomposition.
him, and if not immediately killing, will
A delicate glue for mounting ferns and • at least put him hors de combat. The
seaweed is made of five parts gum arabic, sword is an ordinary military sabre, but
three parts white sugar, two parts starch, along its whole length is let in a fine
and a very little water, Boil until thick platinum wire, which ends at the point
and white.
of the weapon. A. small but very powA medical writer says that the same erful storage battery is carried strapped
knife should not be used for both peel- about the waist, much tho same as a.
ing and slicing a pineapple, as the rind cartridge-box:.
Insulated wires connect
contains an acid that is likely to cause a this battery with the sword, and by
swollen mouth and sore lips. The Cubans pressing a button the holder can comuse rnlt as an antidote for the ill effect• plete the circuit at pleasure.
The best examples of the eagre 01
1,f the peel.
The secret in mashing potatoes is to bore, the phenomenon in which the tide
have all the utensils as hot as possible, moves in all at once, are said to be furand beat the mass till light instead of nished by the mouths of the rivers Arnapressing down smooth nnd solid, adding zon, Hoogly and Tsientang.
In the case
milk, buttermilk and salt at will. A de- of the last mentioned river, in China, the
sirable result is attained by rubbing the wave plunges on like an advancing catamasbed potato through a hot cola.nder ract, four or five miles in breadth and
and leaving it just as it falls into the thirty feet high, ancl thus passes up the
dish.
stream to a distance of eighty miles at the
rate of twenty-five miles an hour. The
change from ebb to flood tide is almost
Recipes.
In the Amazon the whole
CHICKENSouP.-Snve
the broth after instantaneous.
boiling chickens, and to it add two on- tide passes up the stream in five or six
ions thinly sliced; boil twenty minutes, waves, following one another in rapid
season with salt and pepper, add two succession, and each twelve to fifteen feet
beaten eggs and serve.
high.
TEA BISCUIT.-Take
two quarts of
What the Emperor Wanted,
fl.our, two tablespoons white sugar, two of
A. visitor who has la,tcly been staying
butter, half a cup of yeast, one pint of at Bad Ems tells a characteristic story of
boiled milk. :Make a hole in the fl.our, the German Emperor.
A great packet of
pour in the ingredients.
When light journals arrives every day for the Emcut down once or twice, make into bis- peror's reading.
In order to make the
cuit and when light bake.
reading as little burdensome as possible,
APPLE MARMALADE.-Take any kind a high court officia.l fa charged with the
of sour apple$, pare and core them; duty of looking through the entire
cut them in small pieces and to heap of newspapers and marking with
every pound of apple put three-quarters
red ink the passages which the Kaiser's
of a pound of sugar; put them in a pre- private secretary is to read aloud to his
serving pan and boil them over a slow august master. The Emperor one day
fire until they are reduced to a fine pulp; took up one of the journals, and asked
then put m jelly jars and keep in a cool the meaning of the red lines with
place.
. which it it was profusely scored. Upon
HoT POTATO SALAD.-Boil till done the secretary explaining the signification
eight large potatoes and slice them while of these red strokes, the venerable
hot; peel and slice three large onions monarch saicl with a heavy laugh:
and mix with the potatoes; cut up some "Then, my dear follow, let me beg
bacon into small bits, enough to fill a you, for once in a way, to read me
teacup, and fry a light brown; remove everything in this journal which has
the meat, and into the grease stir three
a!!!t/ine
undernenth it. "-Pall
tablespoonfuls of vinegar, making a sour
gravy, which pour over the potato and
'l'ho Smallest Engine.
onion. Searnn with pepper and salt and
The smallest oscilating engine in the
serve w bile hot.
world has been made by John R. Hare
CORN 0YSTERS.-0ne cupful of fl.our, Its bore is one-sixteenth of an inch, and
The wheel shaft
half a cup of meit~d butter, three table- the stroke one-eighth.
spoonfuls of milk, two teaspoonfuls of and crank weigh eight grains, the cylinsalt, one-fourth of a teaspoonful of pep- der five, nnd the stand and pillar twelve
per, one pint of grated corn. Pour the grains, making the whole weight one
corn on the fl.our and beat well; then add pennyweight one grain. It is about the
the other ingredients and ueat rapidly size of a half-grown collar button, and is
for three minutes. Ifave fat in the fry- completely covered by a No. 5, or child's
It will be run by compressed
ing pan to the depth of about two inches. thimble.
When smokiug hot put in the batter by air. It makes 3,000 revolutions a minute.
the spoonful. Hold the spoon close to Mr. Hare has also made a compnrntive
the fat and the shape of the oyster will giant, which is covered with an English
walnut shell.-Baltim01·c Sun.
be good. Fry five minutes.
1
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OUR PUZZLE CORNER.
I.-

Transpose
on, and hav,
forms; agait
tence telling
2.-SCATT
I never coul
Why SOIT(
And all the
Be driven
Go and toil i
Do not fea
If you want
You can fi
Don't crowd
By fosteri1
But give to (
The best t
And lo! she
hours,
Her bouque
flowen
Take care of
span;
Then careful
ingm
He lives whc
And all an
For other so
·whence Iii
Press on! su
Climb bol<
He fails alon
He wins w
Howe'er it b
'Tis only r
Kind hearts
And simpl

r.-POLITICAL
ENIGMA.
Composed of 42 letters.
My 38 20 7 42 34 23 29 the author of
this quotation.
My 18 6 36 21 a senator from Georgia.
My 4 12 7 30 16 a candidate for the vice
presidency.
My 33 13 39 23 2 42 a great friend of
the slave.
My 35 15 r 41 36 3 a United States
minister to England.
My 8 24 r 19 II 28 a Congressman
from New York.
My 31 2 25 5 32 42 a speaker of the
House of Representatives.
My r 34 IO 17 41 a chief justice of the
U.S. Supreme Court.
My 37 40 22 14 8 a Congressman
from
Pennsylvania.
My 9 30 42 27 26 5 a matter of great
interest before the country.
My whole is a quotation from one of our
greatest Generals.
2.-CHARADE.
My first, innocent itself, often contains
the source of evil.
My second is to do wrong.
My third means nothing.
Put my three syllables together, and you
have the name of a famous Oriental idol,
phonetically spelled.
3.-DECAPITATIO~S.
r, Behead famine, and leave an insect.
2, Behead away, and leave a great distance.
3, Behead a hard substance, and leave a
sound.
4, Behead healthy, and leave a beverage.
5, Behead covered with ivy, and leave
tried to equal.
6, Behead close, and leave a part of the
body.
7, Behead a beverage, and leave a preposition.
8, Behead a modified sound, and leave a
number.
9, Behead to unfold, and leave an inclosure.
IO, Behead at no time, and leave always.
The initials spell the name of a noted
man.
ANSWERS
ANSWERS
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word or wore
from Shakes
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tries, rites, I rest.

2.-

I dare do all that may become a man;
'\,Vho dares do more is none.

3.r, A letter
2, Obscun
3, A Scrip
4, Represe
5, A Fren,
6, Luminc
the air.
7, A Frenc
8, An abb1
to set forth.
9, A letter
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ANDROSCOGGIN
VALLEYFAIR.
Next week, on Tuesday, ,vednesday and
Thursday, Oct. 5, 6 and 7, "·ill occur the
Androscoggin
Valley Cattle Show and
Fair. The quick succession of other important events has absorbed the attention
of many to such a degree that the remaining few days afford but a short time in
which to complete arrangements
for the
exhibit, and all the more haste and promptness becomes necessary.
We hope all
will feel that it is a duty to exhibit some
product of their toil, and thus make the
show a grand success, as it was last year.
Let the same spirit of unison pervade the
entire enterprise.
The same as last year,
aside from the races, no cash premiums
will be paid, but the awards will be designated by a ribbon presented to the exhibitors entitled to first, second and third premiums.
Exhibitors will also be entitled
to a pass or admission to the Park during
the entire show. And right here let us
say that while we do not think this arrangement of premiums is giving the farmers and their wives and children the consideration they are entitled to, it is all they
can expect at the hands of an Association
organized and conducted solely for another purpose.
So let us make the most of
this opportunity, and see to it that an association of the farmers,for
the farmers
and by the farmers, is organized before
another exhibition season comes around.
Below we give the program, awarding
committees, etc.:FIRST DAY, in A. M. exhibition of neat
stock, drawing match, and a.vard of premiums.
Same day, in P. M., a purse of
$30 for gentleman's
driving horses that
have never beat 3 minutes.
Best 2 in 3 to
wagon, owner to drive. 2.40 class, purse
$100.
SEcmm DAY, in A. M. exhibition
of
stallions, brood mares and foals, colts and
fillies, and award of premiums.
Same
clay, in P. M., 3.00 class, purse $75. 2.34
class, purse $100.
Committees on hall exhibit will award
premiums on Wednesday forenoon.
THIRD DAY, in P. M. 2.50 class, purse
$75. Free-for-all, purse $200.
The Fair will be held at Canton Skating
Rink and will be open to the public on
and after Tuesday evening, Oct. 5th. Entries for the Fair will close at 4 o'clock
Tuesday, and will be made to Hall Committee.
Entries of stock must be made to the
Secretary and will close Monday, Oct. 4th
1886. All exhibitors
at Park and Rink
will be furnished by Sec. and Hall Com.
with checks which will entitle them to an
exhibitor's pass to Park during the Show.
The Fair at Rink will be free to the publie.

Dairy cow-II.
M. Lovejoy r, II. W.
Poor 2.
Yearling heifer, stock-Caldwell
1, '\,V.
HALL CoMMITTEE.-E. ~- Carver, Eben 1-I.Twitchell 2.
Harlow, John Foye, Mrs. J.P.
Swasey,
Ileifer calves, for stock-Malcolm
Gregg
Mrs. J. W. Rowe, Miss Nellie F. Thompr, Abbott Bros. 2.
son.
Yearling heifer, dairy-F.
E. Akers I,
FRUIT, RooT AND VEGETABLES.-T. s. II. \V. Poor 2.
Doten, Hartford; \Vm. F. Berry, Canton;
Trained and matched calves-II.
\V.
A. K. P. Knight, Peru.
Merrill r.
DAIRY PRODUCTs.-A.
G. Staples and
The next event was the drawing of oxen,
wife, Canton; Moses Alley and wife, Hart- which caused considerable
excitement.
ford; L. L. Kilbreth and wife, Livermore.
After a severe struggle the first prize of ti,~
CoRN AND GRAIN.-Richard
McC'ollis- teen dollars was awarded to l\I. S. Hodgter, Canton Point; Samuel Nelson, Liver- don; J. S. :\Iitchell 2.
more; John B. Stetson, Hartford.
Field crop-Jonathan
Grover r.
CAXXED GooDs.-H.
J. DeShon, CanGarden truck-P.
l\1. Edmonds r, C. T.
ton; E. S. ·wyman, Peru; Frank Stanley,
Poor 2.
Dixfield.
The afternoon was devoted to r;tcing,
IIousEHOLD FABRICS.-D.
M. Foster which began promptly at 2 o'clock. There
and wife, Canton Point; S. F. Perley and were six starters in the 3 minute race,
wife, Livermore;
T. B. ,v. Stetson and
namely :-l\Iollie II., l\Iagnet, Rosa Bonwife, Hartford.
ner, Belle, Kitty P., and Kitty \Vebb. AftFAXCY ARTICLES, RUGS, O!JrLTS, ETC. er scoring several times they were finally
-~. L. Meands and wife, Canton; C. F. given the word to go. Rosa Bonner held
Oldham and wife, Hartford; Clinton Babb her own throughout the race and won easiand wife, No. Livermore.
ly in three straight heats with l\Iollie II.
PL.'1.NTSAXD FLOWERs.-Mrs.
\V. K. 2d and :\Iagnet 3d. Time 2.56, 2.5+, 2.58.
DeCoster,
Canton;
Mrs. S. F. Perley,
SECQ::,.TD
DAY.
Livermore; :\Irs. Frank Stanley, Dixfield.
The
minute race was won by E. O.
4
Prcn.:RES, \IoTTOES AXD Ci:RIOSITIES. Ames' b 111. '.\lagnet.
-G. \V. l\Ioore and wife, Fred Ro"·e and
In the gentlemen's
dridng
class, for a
wife, A. S. Hathaway and wife.
purse of ten dollars, ,v. Gregg,
Ki~ty
l\IusrcAL IxSTRU:'>1EXTs.-D. :\I. Foster, \Vebb, rst, E. 0. Ames, :Magnet, z<l, F.
Mrs. 11·. K. DeCoster, :\!rs. G. D. Garn- Chase, Belle, .
3
mon.
The most exciting race was the Free-for1\hscELL\XEOL>s.-Chas.
K. \Valker, all. for a purse of $ o, best 3 in 5. There
5
Cornelius Thomas, J. l\I. Holland.
were four starters :-Belle,
Chas. Bonner,
PARK EXl!IBITIO::,.T.
Spirit of '76 and Rosa Bonner.
\Vhen the
DRAWING MATCH.-A. K. Foster. Can- "·ord was given Belle led off well and kept
ton Point; Frank Q_\1imby, Xo. Turner;
her lead to the finish, "·ith Rosa Bonner a
Jas. M. Russell, Hartford.
good second and :\Iagnet third.
Belle won
Towx TEA:us.-Oscar
Ilayfoi·d,Canton;
the second heat from Rosa. Bonner by a
Emery Parsons, Hartford; Seth Babb. Pe- nose. The next heat was given to Rosa
ru.
Bonner.
rfhi$ heat ,vas a running race,
MATCHED OxEx.--Frank
Q.\,imby . .\"o. but the judges decided it in tin·or of the
Turner; Lucius Young,Livermore:
Thom-I young mare. to the surprise of e,·erybody.
as Revnolds, Canton.
Charles Bonner took the next two straight
MA;CHED STEERS.-Joshua
Young,
heats handsomely.
In the sixth heat SpirHartford; ,v. \V. Rose, Canton; Chas. F. it of '76 was drawn.
\Vhen the horses
DeShon, Peru.
came down the track they were all bunchBEEF CATTLE.-L.
L. Gardner, Sum· I ed together, and a better start could never
ner; John E. Thompson, Hartford;
J. 0. have been had. One of the judges gave
" 7hite. East Dixfield.
the "·ord to "go," at the same time anoth\\'oRKIXG OxEx.-James
:\I. Russell.
er one rang the bell. The dri,·ers took no
Hartford: D. "·· Goding, Peru :John :\fer- heed of it. and e,·erybody seemed to think
ritt, Jay Hill.
I that the word "go" was gi,·en. The heat
BULLS, Cows, HEIFERS AXD C.1.LYEs.-1 was "·on by Charles Bonner.
\V. Gregg,
A. G. Stap1es, Canton; S. F. Irish, Peru; the driver of Rosa Bonner. protested
that
S. S. Glover, Hartford.
it was only an exercising
heat, and the
HERDS OF CATTLE:-R.
_E. Hathaway,
judges decided that it was no heat. Charles
Canton;
\V'. W. ,va,te, Dixfield; C. B. Bonner was then drawn.
Rosa Bonner
Young, ~o. Turner.
won the next two heats and was awarded
SHEEP AXD SwrxE.-Chas.
E. Vickery, the race. \Ve do not blame :\fr. IIolt for
Canton; Israel F. Gammon, Sumner; To- drawing Charles Bonner;
if the judges
seph S. l\Iendall. Canton.
knew it was no start \\·hy didn't they ring
FowLs.-B.
F. Glo,·er, Hartford; C. :\I. the bell "·hen the horses came round the
Holland, Canton Point; Samuel "'hite.
first half mile. The race was gin~n to RoDixfield.
sa Bonner 1st, Belle 2d, Charleb Bonner
AGRICULTURAL brPLE~rEXTS.-A.
K. 3d.
P.
Foster, Canton Point; Frank ~,imby, Xo. I
-----Turner; Jas. M. Rus ell, Hartford.
Baldness n?ay ~e prevented, and a thick
SECOXD DAY, \VEDNESDAY, OCT. 5th.
grow~h of (rn1r_st1mulate_d, by the. use of
STALLIOXS Four years old and over.-,
Ayers Hair Vigor.
Th,s preparat10!1 also
. '
.
restores the natural color to gray hair,and
W. \V. ,vaite, Dixfield; K. P. Bowker. renders it soft, pliant, and glossy.
Sumner; Samuel F. Perley, Livermore.
i
AWARDING

Special Premium List

COMMITTEES.

HALL EXH!BITIQ::,.T.

I

I

I
I

COLTS A:S:DFILLIES.-Byron
C. Waite.
Canton Point; C. B. Heald, East Sumner;
Chas. Macomber. Jay Bridge.
BROOD MARES .1.xDFo.u.s.-\V.
K. DeCoster, Canton; George O. Hussey, Dickvale: E. P. Ladd. Jay.
Each person to be entitled to an exhibitor's pass must present a check sho,\'ing
that they have either entered articles at\
the Fair or stock at the Park. These
passes are good for the whole fair and will
be forfeited if transferred.
Admission to Park, 25 cts. Horses a nd
carriages free. Thompson's band will be
in attendance.

Ret)Ort of tlle Fair

?

The TELEPHOXE of Oct. 7th will give a
full report of the Androscoggin
Yalley
Fair, including complete list of entries in
each department, all the premium awards,
.
.
summanes of the races, hotel arnvals and
other arrivals in connection with the Fair.
Having much better facilities, we intend

OFFERED
WITHTH TELEPHONE.
SewingMachine,WaterburyWatch,Dictionary,
And lllany
Only $IS.00.

(Reported for the CANTON TELEPHONE.)
The second annual Fair of the Andover
Agricultural Society took place Sept. 22d
and 23d, on their grounds at '·Sheeptic
Park."
Although the weather was cold a
good attendance turned out from most all
the adjoining towns.
The display in all
the departments was far ahead of last year,
and we think in a few years to come, with
a little perseverance and judgment Andover will have a Fair that she will be proud
of. The society has laid out considerable
money in putting the grnunds in repair.
This year they built a new judges' stand,
grand stand, several pens and sheds, and
next year t.hey intend to double the premiurns on horse racing.
The Fair was a Ii.nancial success, it being estimated there
were four thousand people on the grounds.
Everything was done to make the visitors
feel at home and to have a good time,
,vhich I think they all did. The "boys"
from Dixfield supplied Andover with music, and the songs they sang at the Andover House were well received.
The first
event to come off was the awarding of premiums on live stock. The following are
the names of those taking premiums:Two-year-old heifer, dairy-H.
W. Poor
1, Abbott Bros. 2.
Two-year-old
heifer,
stock-Abbott
Bros. r, Bigelow 2.
Stock cow-Abbott
Bros. 1, O. B. & E.
L. Poor 2.

Order

now for your

edition is exhausted,

supplement.

friends, before

the

as we can supply on-

Only

$19
$20
$21

~\Ve
have arranged to furnish the most popular Newspaper Premi1:1ms as low
as any publisher.
You are not obliged to take a paper }:ou do not want 111order to
get a premium you do want, as we can furnish these p1emiums with any paper you
;1ow take or wish to take.
,vrite for any further information wanted.

Single C:pies, with Supplement, 4 Cents.
'My wife was very bad with neuralgia. so she could

C

IS COMI

WINTE

And there is no reason why you shoulll not buy
1'

~

,A\fl.

u.

~~-~~~~

& Co's.

AtE.F.GOULD

The Royal B Atlantic, Modem Atl~n_tic, and Mikado
rnngcs, the Popular Cook stove, and the Dmmg Roo1:1 Companion. For parlor wood stove,, we have the Sunslune and
Elmwood and Radiant; also the ··Sparkle'' Coal ~tOVf~.

Fi\RMING TOOLS.

Senu
1oCents
ByMail,
we will send three to separate addresses or
all to one address.

<11'4.7:i.

$18

ly a few hundred.

and the addresses you wish mailea to, and

F tiy s l

TI h

a supplement.
We shall print a few hundred extra copies and mail them postpaid
including

Only $4.00.

$15 lmfrovcd Sint[er Sewiug 1llacl,i11e.
$5'.oo T,Vate_rb1t1y_J:Vt:tc~, ~h:1in_ a,'.d
The fonne,· price of this machine was Cha,_m •. A 111celooking time ~eepei ,:ha~
$ , before the patents ran out. The pres- unpnnc1pled speculat~rs often 'trade
off
e~f price is $+S·
.
. u~on the L'.n~rnry__fo1·,$1~ t~- $~.5: _but can
\Ve furnish with each i\Iachme a beaut,- )Je had of I t>spons1ble de,~le1s !01 $5.00. lt
ful set of Attachments,
consisting
of 1 I 1s well wort!~ the lo\\' pnce_ named, and a
RUFFLER,
1 SET IJ~i\I- g1;ea: barg~~n at our. offe_i:-Wate'.:bur(
1 TUCKER,and
:.\IERS.
II e al,o furnish
the following I\\ at\!'._, C:h,11n and C?~'':1,"it!:, one _Jear s
equipment
of Tools and ,_'l.ccessones: 1 subsc11pt1on to tl'.e r1:~EI ~~o:--:_~
fo1 ?nl~
Foot-Hemmer,
~Vith a_n,, othe1 pe110~,c~l fo, _?n
1 \Vrcnch, $+00.
1 Screw Dn,·cr,
pi1ce'.
1 Gauge- 1 I,y $3.00 111add1t1011 t<_>subscription
1 Oil Can and Oil, 1 Guage,
Screw, 1 extra Throat-Plate,
Sent by mail post paid to any address, as
1 extra l 'hl'ckSpring, r package ~eedle_s, 6 Bobbins ,~ncl above.
r Instruction Book-mak111g the .Mach111e
~
fully equipped with everyarticle necessary,
e ep one anu
a
am
I ca e,
and Complete in every respect and ready
til/1
for-work.
EvaryMac'1i!1e
WarrantedFJr FivJ Years. $5.00 FamiL> Scale, \\·eighs accurately
It
These ;\Iachines are of superior work- from a half ounce up to 240 pounds.
nrnn,hip. finely adjusted, and first-clas~ in has a heaYyTin Scoop and also a Platform
IOxr3 r-2 inches, which is large enough
,
e,·ery respect.
The PARTS are ma<le by Steel Guage for a barrel or large bag. Every family/
and must come out Perfectly Exact, and needs one. Any person paying $1.25 foy'
those ha\'ing the most wear are made of a vear's subscription to the TELEPIIOX?,
the Finest Steel, and fitted with the ut- a,.;'d $3.50 additional, ,,.;11 receive this $5.cf;o
Family Scale, deli"erecl on board cars or
most precision.
to any express company in Chicago.
The l\IATERIALS
AND :\IETALS
used are of the finest quality, and selected
$1:l.OO "TEBSTER's UX,\.BRIDGED Drcwith great care.
TIOXARY, late edition in sheep binding.
The LOOSE BALA~CE WHEEL
is a \Vith TELEPHONE one year only $IO.Cl().
very important
improvement,
and con- \Vith any other periodical for only $9.00
structed so that the Bobbins can be \\'Ound in addition to subscription
price. Not
without running the machine or remo\'ing
post paid.
the work therefrom.
$3.00 Lit/le Det;ctive Scale, weighs arAXOTHER
:.\IARKED
DIPROYEticles from a quarter ounce to 25 pounds.
i\fEXT is the Self-Threading Eyelet,Check
Rest
steel bearings.
~eeded in eYer_v 01:
Le,·er. and .\"eedle Clamp.
fice as we! I a in every home.
\Vith the
There are oYer +o,ooo of these machines
TELEPJIOXE
one
year,
$3.00, delivered to
in use, and they are giving the VER\freight or express office in Chicago. With
BEST OF SATISFACTTO:-.i.
The Sewing :\Iachines are delivered on any other paper for $2.00 in addition to
board cars, or to Express Company
in su':>scription price.
Chicago. with no extra charges for boxing,
$1.50 Dre DAXIELSOX'S COUNSELOR,
cartage, etc.
with Recipes; l\larriage, Medical Practice,
etc. Cloth l.Jin<ling. \V'ith TELEPHOXE
including One Year's Subscription
one year $2.00. ,vith any othe1 periodito any Dollar Periodical.
cal for only $1.00 in addition to subscripincluding One Year's Subscription
tion price.
Sent post paid.
to any Two Dollar l?e:dcd~cal.
$1 25 LAW ,vn110UT LAWYERS. A
including One Year's Subscription
compendium of business and domestic law,
for popular use. Cloth binding.
With
1
, toanyT.1neDollirPariodic1l.
TELEPHOX"Eone year $2.00.
\Vith any
including One Year's Subscription
other periodical for only 75 cts. in addito any :E'JUl' Dollar Pe.-iodical.
tion to price.
Sent post paid.
Any one paying $r.25 for a full year's
$r.oo Grant Picture,
Bufford's
India
subscription to the TELEPHOXE can secure Tint, on plate paper, size 2rx28 inches.
this machine for only $16.75 additional.
'\,Vith TELEPJJOXE one year only $r.75.
\Vith any other periodical for only 50 cts .
.50 RoPP's CALCliLATOR and Account in addition to subscription price.
Sent by
Book, gives an in~tantaneou~
anS\ver
to mail.
•
nearly every problem that comes up in
$1 oo Webster's Practical
Dictionary,
business life. By its use you save time
and avoid mistakes.
It is an So-page Con- contains 6oo,ooo words and r .400 illrn,tra,vith TELEPIIOXE $2.00.
\Vith
densed Pocket Encyclopedia, Ready Reck- tions.
any other periodical for 75 cts. in addition
oner and Lightning
Calculator.
,vith
Post paid.
one vear'~ subscription to the TELEPIIO:S:E to subscription.
only· $1.50. \Vith anv other periodical for
. ,o LADIES' \L\XUAL OF FAXCY ,voRK.
only 30 cts. in addition to subscription
A 11e\\·book, giving plai,1 directions for
price.
Sent post paid.
Artistic Embroidery,
Lace ,vork, Knit.50 USAGES OF THE BEST SOCIETY. A ting, Tatting, Crochet ,vork, Net Work,
and all kind of Fancy Needle \Vork. Over
manual of social etlquette,
b_y Frances
Large octavo, paper
Stevens; cloth bind111g. ,vith TELEPHONE 500 illustrations.
\V'ith TELEPHOXE one year only
one year $1.55. \Vith any other periodi- covers.
cal for only 3:; cts. additional to subscrip- $1.55. With any other periodical foi· 35
cts. additional.
Post paid.
tion price.
Post paid.

to give a more complete report than last
year, which will make it necessrry to issue

copie~ for ro cts.,

A1•ticles.

.Telephone
anija Sewin[
Machine,
Telephone
andWaterbury
Watch

I

A~D::lVER
A1RIJULTUR1i.L
SOCIETY. to any address at 4 cts. per copy, or thn•e

Other Useful

The Yankc.•e Plow-the
best in Oxfol'd County, 8hovels,
Spndes, Hoes, Manul'e Forks, etc.
Also Gln.:-s "\Vare, Fruit Jal's, Flower Pots, Hanging
Lamps, Pumps, Sinks, Lead Pipe, Paints and Oils. Carpenter's
Supplies, Table and Pocket Cutlery.
Tin and Sheet Iron
wo1k done to order. Prices to suit the times.

E. F. GOULD
& CO.,CANTON,
ME.
Had p&lns in back, limbs and around the heart, she
took two bottles of Athlophoros and was very much
better right away."-W. E. MOUSLEY, Lyme, N. H.
Neuralgia, though one of the most common and
most painful of diseases. has baffled all medical

E.W.

ALLEN,

Canton,

W. F. PUTNAM,

TEACHER OF VOCAL MUSIC.
•
.
I have Peerless allclStiLJJ!C'yorg,u1 wliich
Dixfield,
.M a,ine.
T 8Pll at reasonable
pric·e8; warranted for
~fanufacturcr of
fiv<• years.
'l'nosr n want of all or~an or DOORS,
SASH,WINDOW
& DOOR
FRAMES
piallo will do well to call on or addrrss
CLAZED
WINDOWS.
~he above.• These o!·ga!1s ar~ wPI! . m_ade All killdS moidrlnl and plain ti.nish.b:d!n every recpec~, q111ck1n act1011. bnll,ant nsters. ~ew<•lls, BrackPts.&c. Also ch:1m11
_i tone_, and ,~orned so they
are easy to brr and (linino·-room furnitnr<> Cham1Je1
8111g with.
lhey arc secon(l ro no1Je.
Sets and ExL7insion Tabl(\S a.specialty,
,fobbing (lOlle promptly.

11
:;~ci;~~e~: ATH
LOPH
OROS
:~;i:a:
almost, it. not quite Incurable. Athlophoros
SURELY and QUICKLY cures it. This statement,
though strong, is warranted by the facts. Thousands have tested its value and recommend it as
the ONLY remedy that brings relief. For ladies
subject to neuralida or nervous headaches it is
indispens&blo. Ath'.ophoros contains no opium,
morphine, or other dangerous ingredient. It is
obsoiutelyharmless and universally successful in
the prompt cure of this painful disease.
Aek yo,ir druggist for Ath lop horos. If yon
canr.ot r-ct it of him we will ser..d it express paid O!l
receipt of re~ular price-SI .00 per bo~tle. V.~o
prefer th'!t you buy it from rour druggist, but if
be hesn't it do not be p,..rJt:nded to try somethlns
else, but or,!er nt once from 1.:s1.s<!irected.

IITHlOPt!OP.O~
ca.,112\."~;illST., t!EWYORK.

CAM TON

S.

HOUSE,

CA NTQ N, M £.

JV.L. ME.fl.NDS, Prop'r.
Centrally located, good attention, and terms rca
~~;_able. Travelers taken to all parts ;~2;hc coun

JIIJCRNlll~~,

At the "Old DcCoster
rdtod.oallkindsof..

Carriage
•

Shop," isprepar•
••

Cama[e
Repairlil[
andSaw
Fillll[,
I
6tf

IOOO feet I-Z

inch Bass Boards wanted

